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Bailey: open
management a
key to success
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Keith Bailey would bring his
experience building consensus,
relationships and even new
buildings to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital should he be
hired as the next CEO.
"This hospital needs to have
someone who is a relationship
builder and that's really been my
forte,"
Bailey said.
"People are
very open.
There seems
to be a high
degree
of
loyalty, and
there seems
to be a real
genuine conBailey
cern about
what needs to be done to keep
the hospital viable."
Bailey, 58, was the second
CEO finalist to interview with
the different stakeholders in
Murray. He met with hospital
employees, doctors and board
members before a public reception. Kenneth Randall. whose
last job was at Western Arizona
Regional Medical Center in
Bullhead City, Ariz., was at
MCCH for a day of interviews
Tuesday.
MCCH Board of Trustees
chairman Jack Rose said the two
candidates are the only finalists
planned right now. The full
board will discuss the two men
and possibly make a recommendation Wednesday. which is the
day the trustees' regular meeting
is already scheduled. The different hospital departments have
evaluation forms to help them
develop their opinion about who
should be hired as the next CEO.
replacing Jon O'Shaughnessy,
- who resigned in Octobee after
20 months of a turnaround
effort.
"At this point, these will be

A Different

the two," Rose said. "We're asking that everyone turn in their
opinion by Monday."
Bailey's last job was as president and chief administrative
officer at Fort Sanders Regional
Medical Center in Knoxville.
Term., a 539-bed hospital in the
Covenant Health system. A
Cleveland, Ohio, native, Bailey
has previously worked as a chief
operating officer at hospitals in
New York. New Jersey and
Florida.
All of Bailey's experience
has been at non-profit hospitals.
He explained the difference in
how for-profit hospitals operate
versus what he called a "nonprofit mentality."
"It's knowing what to do and
what to keep doing and is based
on more than a return for investment," he told seven community
members during the informal
reception.
MCCH is in the midst of an
expansive project and physician
recruitment remains a goal.
Bailey has had experience in
both of those areas. His other
strengths. according to his
resume, are physician relations.
operations enhancement, patient
care quality improvement and
program development.
"There's a real dramatic need
for management here that is
open,- Bailey said. "That's been
my forte. I'm not glad that problem is here. but I'm glad it
seems like a good fit for me."
The community asked Bailey
about working with the Angel's
Clinic, West View Nursing
Home and how he deals with
conflict. He responded with how.
he heard a lot about the need for
trust among the employees.
physicians and community.
"One of the things I talked
about all day was my experience
as a consensus builder," Bailey
said. -That seemed to resonate
with everyone."

Governor's pardon
cannot halt work of
special grand jury
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) -Gov. Ernie Fletcher's blanket
pardons for people who may be
charged in an investigation of
his administration's personnel
practices cannot halt the work
of the special grand jury, a
unanimous Court of Appeals
ruled Friday.
The opinion echoes a similar
ruling by Franklin County
Circuit Judge William Graham
that the authority of the grand
jury to investigate and bring
charges if it finds probable
cause cannot be trumped by a
governor's power to pardon.
panel
The
three-judge
agreed that Fletcher has the
power to grant pardons even
before charges are brought and
therefore extend something of a
blanket amnesty. But the judges
also said the pardons cannot
have the effect of ending the

Today's
Forecast

grand jury's work.
"Just as courts must be zealous in upholding the, independence of each branch of government, they must be no less zealous in upholding the independence of the grand jury," Judge
William Knopf wrote in the
opinion.
Knopf's ruling also seemed
to open the door for the grand
jury to issue a report when it
does
finish.
something
Fletcher's lawyers have been
especially keen to avoid.
"Obviously an indictment
and grand jury report are not
consequences of a conviction.
to be precluded by the pardon's
power to preclude punishment,"
Knopf wrote.
Judges Daniel Guidugli and
Michael Henry joined in the
ruling.
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UNIVERSITY

he university's 10th president. Alexander, 42, is movI had complete belief that I would be able to interact the stuing on after four official years in Murray. He'll begin dents because I was coming from my students. When I left.
Jan. 9 as California State University at Long Beach's
Illinois I felt had because I felt like I was letting down my stusixth president.
dents. I missed my students. In fact, my first semester. I went He was familiar with MSU because his father.
back and at least continued to teach my course until the end of •
Kern. was his predecessor. But it was in September
the semester. I felt so bad about leaving my students that I
2001 he learned he'd move from being a faculty member at the
drove back to teach that course
University of Illinois. where he worked with graduate students
L&T: At Murray, how did you osercome the concerns
on higher education policy, to the top administrator at Murray.
with the faculty?
A widowed father, Alexander and his two daughters —
KA: Just communicating. Communicating well with the facSavannah, now 9, and Madison,6 — moved into Oakhurst in
ulty and letting them know why decisions are made is an effecNovember 2001.
tive way to move an institution forward. Faculty hase the
But he won't he gone long before a reunion is in order. This
capacity to make collaborative decisions with the administra- :
year's seniors — at least the ones who enrolled in 2001 and
tion once the information is made available to them.
managed to graduate in four years — came in with Alexander.
In most cases, faculty don't base all the information to fully
Four years ago. both Alexander and the students were new to
understand why important decisions are made because a lot of
campus and they have since forged quite a bond.
those are pressures from the external ens ironments — the state
So much so, the students have invited him back for their
legislature. the governor, the public at large. the business and
May graduation ceremony.
corporate pressures. They really aren't paid to understand
"We've grown hem together. I know so many of our stuthose. They are paid — and somewhat protected — so that they.
dents." Alexander said. "It's just a nice, flattering honor that
can have an environment to succeed with their students within
they would even consider that. It makes me miss them more,
the institution. Their jobs are to educate ow students and to
just that they would even consider that."
work as closely as possible to help student success, retentton,
The students wanted to make it official. They gathered
graduation rates and student learning.
names on a petition. But Alexander already thought of making
In someway.s. they aren't expected to know all these presthe nearly 2,000-mile tripi back to Murray.
sures, but that doesn't mean we shouldn't explain the pressures
"I thought of coming hack just because I know so many of
and discuss the environment to them with as many opportunithem even before they brought that to my attention, just to
ties as possible. They are highly intelligent people with- the
even sit and watch them graduate." Alexander said.'The fact
capacity to understand all the variables inyolved.
they came to me. in many ways we were both thinking the
Jut through eollatioratton and communication, we've been
same thing."
able to forge a very strong relationship that I'm sers proud of I
Alexander sat down with the Ledger & Times and reflected
hope the faculty feel like we've been able to accomplish a great
on the past four years — what they meant to him, what he
deal because of that, whether it's been salary improyements.
helped accomplish and what he'll take with him.
health insurance considerations or facility improyements
Ledger & limes: What were you nervous about?
L&T: What about the relationship with Paducah?
King Alexander: I was concerned that Murray had a long
KA: I went over and spoke at the chamber breakfast in
history of where the relationship between the faculty and the
Paducah on my first day (in November 2001). I'd say a lot of
administration hadn't been real good, which has also led to the
the dust had staned to settle on the Murray-Paducah issues It
relationship between the faculty and the community not being
has been a Nen warm relationship. I've had a wry warm relareal good, not being as strong as it should be.
tionship with Paducah. A lot of that has to do with many of the
I was also concerned about the relationship with Paducah,
people in Paducah — from Mayor (William) Paxton to (West
coming off the reforms and the major battle the state had gone
through in regard to the community colleges.
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Graduation

Murray
State's campus isfilled
with people
from other
places who
spendfour
years —or
maybe more
learning
and growing.
There comes
a time,
though,
when they
graduate
and move
on.
Dr. King
Alexander is
graduating
in his own
sense. ...
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Obituaries

III Pardon...

Cecil Orton

From Front

A graveside service for Cecil Orten will be Monday at 11 a.m. at
Lebanon Cemetery in CaldweflCounty. The Rev. John Denhtun will
officiate.
Visitation will be at Imes-Miller Funeral
Home of Murray from 4 to 7 p.m. Sunday.
Mr. Orten, 82, Brinn Road, Murray, died
Friday, Dec. 16, 2005, at 5:50 a.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
A retired truck driver with J.T. Todd Motor
Sales, he attended Scotts Grove Baptist Church.
A World War II veteran, he served in the U.S. Navy and later in the
U.S. Air Force Reserve. He was an avid camper and fisherman.
Preceding him in death was his first wife, Dorothy Heinz Orten.
Born Sept. 28, 1923, in Trigg County, he was the son of the late
Denzel Orten and Parley Gane Orten.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Dorothy Walker Orten; one
daughter, Mrs. Sandra Dill, Georgia; one son, Ronald Earl Orten
and wife, Linda, and one stepson, Bill Futrell, all of Murray; one
brother, Donnie Orten, Princeton; one sister-in-law, Brenda Orten,
Princeton; eight grandchildren.

Mrs. Esther L. Green
Mrs. Esther L. Green, 73, Mayfield, Brewers community, died
Friday, Dec. 16. 2005. at 7:06 a.m. at Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.
A homemaker, she was a member of New Zion Missionary
Baptist Church.
Preceding her in death were one daughter, Pamela Montgomery.
She VIM the daughter of the late John L. Hill and Lillian LaCross
Hill.
Survivors include her husband, Edward Green; one daughter,
Mrs. Martha Myers, and two sons, Danny Green and Mike) Green,
all of Benton; one sister, Mrs. Wanda Jackson, and two brothers,
John Hill and Curt Hill, all of Indiana; eight grandchildren; two
great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Mike Littrell will officiate. Burial
will follow in the Pleasant Grove Cemetery, Benton.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. Saturday.

Bhaskerrai P. Dave'
The funeral for Bhaskerrai P. Dave' will be Sunday at 9:30 a.m.
in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 9 a.m. Sunday.
Mr. Dave', 84, South Fulton, Tenn., died Wednesday, Dec. 14,
2005. at 9:20 p.m. at Parkway Regional Hospital, Fulton.
He was a retired high school teacher in Kenya, Africa.
Born Nov. 22, 1922, in India, he was the son of the late
Premshanker and Savita Dave'. Also preceding him in death were
two sisters, Anshuya Pathak and Bhavati Jani, and one brother,
Vishnu Dave'.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Kalavati Pathak Dave'; one
daughter, Mrs. Kamini Patel, Auburn, Pa.; two sons, Devan and
Dave', South Fulton,. and Chandra Dave', Hanover Park, 111.; one
sister, Mrs. Harshida Dave', Surat, India; two brothers, Madhu
Dave', South Fulton, and Jagdish Dave', Phoenix, Ariz.; six grandchildren.

Mrs. Dorothy Faye Perkins McGehee
The funeral for Mrs. Dorothy Faye Perkins McGehee was held at
noon Friday at Western Oak Grove Missionary Baptist Church.
James C. Webb Jr. officiated. Burial was in the Western Oak Grove
Church Cemetery with arrangements by Trinity Funeral Home,
Paris, Tenn.
Mrs. McGehee, 77, Buchanan, Tenn., died Thursday, Dec. 8,
2005, at Henry County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.
She attended Central High School and was employed at Holley
Carburetor, Paris, for 10 years. She was a member and former
pianist of Western Grove Missionary Baptist Church.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Willie B. McGehee Sr.;
one daughter. Lana June McGehee;one son, Willie B. McGehee Jr.;
her stepmother, Linda Perry Perkins; one sister; two brothers. Born
in Buchanan, she was the daughter of the late George Perkins and
Florida Meadows Perkins.
Survivors include six daughters, Shirley McGehee,Carol Corbin
and Brenda Sue McGehee, all of Springville, Tenn., Veronica
Menzies, Murray, Ky.. and Cynthia K. Edwards and Linda Rhea
Gardner, both of Nashville, Tenn.; two sons, John David McGehee,
Springville, and Mark Stephen McGehee, Bolivar, Tenn.; seven
grandchildren; six great-grandchildren; several nieces, nephews,
aunts and cousins.

Parents of baby missing more
than a year plead not giiitty
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
The parents of a baby missing
for more than a year had a court
,hearing Friday and entered not
guilty pleas to manslaughter
and other charges.
Johnnie and Sandy Gray
were arrested in Tennessee and
returned to Kentucky. They are
charged with second-degree
manslaughter, tampering with
.physical evidence, leaving the
scene of an accident and possession of marijuana. Johnnie Gray
also is charged with driving
with a suspended or revoked

license, and she is charged with
being a persistent felony offender.
The Grays claim they lost
10-month-old daughter Katie in
November 2004 when Johnnie
Gray could not hang on to the
child's baby seat as it was
removed from a car stalled in a
flooded creek.
Both are being held in the
McCracken County Regional
Jail. Johnnie Gray is being held
on a $14,500 cash bond,and his
wife's cash bond is $14,000.

SheriffsPolicetegs
indicted 13 current and former
members of Fletcher's administration and associates. Most of
the charges have been misdemeanors, alleging violations of
state personnel laws that prohibit hiring decisions based on
political influence instead of
merit.
In Abgust, Fletcher pardoned
those who had already been
indicted and attempted to offer
a blanket amnesty to anyone
who might be charged.
While the appeals court
upheld Fletcher's power to
issue the pardons, it also told
trial judges they should wait to
•dismiss any new charges until
after the defendant asks for it.
Fletcher's lawyers had
couched their arguments in
terms of a separation of powers
issue. The grand jury investigation was an improper intrusion
by the courts into the executive
power of the pardon because
the pardon eliminated any possible crimes that could he
charged.
But the appeals panel said
the grand jury enjoys a constitutional status that is independent
even of the judicial branch.

'The rule of law requiring
public disclosure of government corruption has been
upheld," Attorney General Greg
Stumbo said in a written statement after the ruling was
released.
The appeals panel stayed the
effect of its ruling for 20 days to
give Fletcher's lawyers time to
seek a review by the Kentucky
Supreme Court, something virtually certain to happen.
Fletcher said he would ask
the Supreme Court to review
the matter.
"If a pardon does anything, it
prevents indicting an individual
for an offense which cannot be
,prosecuted,"' Fletcher's statement said.
Stumbo, though,
said
Fletcher should quit trying to
block the investigation.
"Four independent judges
have now explained the law to
the governor and it is time for
him to stop wasting taxpayer
dollars by chasing this issue
through the courts," Stumbo
said.
The special grand jury was
impaneled in June and has

Fletcher: Forbes fundraiser
nets about $200,000

Calloway County Sheriff's Department
•A caller on West Fork Road reported at 929 a.m. Thursday that
someone shot and killed his horse. The animal control office took
the call.
•.A caller from Kirksey Road reported at 11:53 a.m Thursday
receiving a call from someone claiming to be with the National
Banking Association and asking for her account number because
the association represented several banks. No information was
given out during the telephone conversation.
Murray State University Police Department
• The smell of smoke was reported at 3:55 p.m. Thursday at the
Career Discovery Center. There was no smoke or fire but the
baseboard heater was found turned up to high. Dust from the
heater was burning. Murray Fire Department and the state marshal were notified.
• Someone was shooting paintballs at vehicles from the north
side of Franklin College at 4:08 p.m. Thursday.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies

Health Department
has flu vaccine
The Purchase District Health Dept. has received a shipment
of influenza vaccine through the Kentucky Department of
Public Health via the CDC. They will be holding Walk-in clinics at the McCracken County Health Center on two days next
week.
The vaccine will be given at its office at 916 Kentucky
Avenue in Paducah on Tuesday from noon until 3:30 p.m. and
on Thursday from 9 a.m. until 3 p.m. The vaccine will be available on a first-come basis.
The other health centers in* Ballard,- Calloway, Carlisle,
Fulton, Graves and Hickman counties also have vaccine available. Persons in those counties can call their local center for an
appointment.
The Health Department has shared its shipment with several
area physicians who had requested assistance in securing vaccine for their patients. In addition, several physicians' offices
have recently received shipments from their suppliers. Persons
may call their private physician to see if they have the vaccine
available.
Everyone is reminded that it is not too late to get the flu vaccine. There have been no culture confirmed cases of the flu in
our area as of today.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Ernie Fletcher said a
fundraising event this week featuring former presidential candidate Steve Forbes was very successful and not tied to the
announcement of a special
advertising agreement between
the state and his magazine.
Forbes, president lid CEO
of Forbes magazine, appeared at
a Fletcher fundraiser in
Lexington Thursday night.
Earlier in the day, they appeared
together at a Capitol news conference to announce the advertising agreement.
"I help a number of candidates whose philosophies I like,
so this is a natural," Forbes told

the Lexington Herald-Leader in
its Friday edition.
Fletcher
called
The
Associated Press Friday after
inquiries were made about the
amount of money raised by the
fundraiser and whether Forbes'
appearance was a payback for
the advertising arrangement.
"That's silly," Fletcher said.
Fletcher said Forbes agreed
to the fundraising appearance
because they are both free-market capitalists and the timing
was coincidental.
-There's no state money
involved," Fletcher said.
The fundraiser was held at
the Lexington home of Derek
Vaughn, president of a tobacco

Town Crier

Burley sales give farmers hope
that auction system may survive

NOTICE
• The 641 Water District
Board of Directors is scheduled to meet at 4:30 p.m. on
Monday, Dec. 19, in the office
of lawyer Richard Jones located on North Sixth Street in
Murray.
• The Murray Planning
Commission will meet at 5
p.m. Tuesday at city hail. The
agenda includes a rezoning
request for 807 and 908
Coldwater Road and a preliminary review of Summerfield
subdivision on Neale Trail.
MI Calloway County Fiscal
Court is scheduled to meet at
7 p.m. on Tuesday at the
Weaks Community Center.
On the agenda for the meeting is presentation of the
county clerk's and the county
sheriff's 2005-2006 budgets,
a resolution to grant enforcement powers to the county
solid waste coordinator, the
county's lease renewal on the
judicial building, board member appointments, and an
update on on-going litigation.
II The Murray Board of
Zoning Adjustments will meet
at 4;30 p.m. Wednesday at
city hall. The agenda includes
for
requests
variance
University
Shops, 2000
Melrose Drive and Singer.
Sewing Center.
II To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

the music ministry of
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warehouse company.
Fletcher said the event raised
$190,000 to $200.000 with
more money coming in. A
spokeswoman for Fletcher's
campaign had earlier declined to
say how much was raised.
While Fletcher's fundraising
efforts have not kept pace with

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
auction season, with about half
Farmers have sold 857,879 coming from Kentucky — the
pounds of burley tobacco at lim- nation's top burley producer.
ited auctions in Kentucky,just a
"There's a lot of auction
fraction of the state's crop but pounds out there still yet to
enough to give supporters hope move," she said.
that such sales can survive as an
Auctions have attracted a
alternative to production con- half-dozen or so buyers, she
tracts pitched by tobacco giants. said. Much of the leaf will be
Growers fetched, on average, shipped to cigarette manufactur$1.61 per pound for leaf sold at ers overseas, she said.
auction warehouses in seven
Still, the amount sold at aucKentucky cities since late tion is dwarfed by leaf sold
November,
the
Burley under contracts between tobacco
Marketing Association said companies
and
growers.
Friday.
Kentucky was expected to proDonna Graves, the associa- duce 135 million pounds of burtion's executive director, said ley this year — which would be
she was encouraged by the sales the state's smallest crop since
and predicted leaf now hanging 1927. a crop-reporting service
in barns would be auctioned off said.
early next year.
Many growers got out of
"It shows there is a need for tobacco entirely following a
selkctivity on the buyers' part, $10.1 billion buyout of the
and it shows there is support on Depression-era federal tobacco
the growers' part for an alterna- price support program.
In Kentucky, the highest-voltive market which gives them a
ume auction market has been
choice," she said.
Auction 'sales totaled nearly Farmers Tobacco Warehouse in
1.8 million pounds in Kentucky, Danville, where nearly 500,000
Tennessee, North Carolina and pounds of leaf sold before the
Virginia, she said. She predicted Christmas break.
Warehouse owner Jerry
sales could reach 8 million
pounds or More for the entire Rankin said he expects another
I 1/2 million pounds to be auctioned off early next year.
Rankin had informed area farm-

Great Gifts For That
Special Someone On
Your Christmas List!

Sunday, December 18th

Forecast
Tonight will be clear and cold
with lows in the upper 30s.
Saturday will be sunny with
highs in the mid 60s, followed
by a clear night with lows
around 40.

his 20W campaign, the governor said Friday he has not spent
much effort raising money.
From August to November.
Fletcher
received
about
$218,000 compared with about
$500,000 in his previous campaign.

era for months that his warehouse would be open. His sales
totals will likely fall short of the
3 million pounds needed to
break even, but he expects to
open his warehouse for sales
again next fall, he said.
For Rankin. it's as much a
cause as a business decision.
"It's giving the farmers a
choice," he said. "What we're
doing here is pushing the competition."
t Mount Sterling, 225,218
poufl4s sold at Clay's Tobacco
Ware ouse, and owner Roger
Wil36n expects close to another
half-million pounds to sell early
-next year.
That probably won't be
enough for him to break even.
Wilson was noncommittal
about whether he'll reopen his
warehouse next fall. And he's
not sure yet about whether limited auctions will survive as a
marketing option.
"It's probably still too early
to say," he said. "I don't know
how many people are going to
raise tobacco next year. There's
not enough money hardly for
people to raise it now."
Last sales season, tobacco
averaged nearly $2 a pound
when the price-support program
was still in effect.
Elsewhere in Kentucky, auction sales also have been held in
Harrodsburg,
Hopkinsville,
Lexington.
Mayfield
and
Maysville in warehouses that
have survived the onslaught of
contract sales. Just six years
ago, there were 96 auction warehouses open in Kentucky.

2 Performances
3:00 PM & 6:00 PM
Adult Choir in Concert
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'It's A Wonderful Life' extends
run with Monday performance
Did you know... Due
to overwhelming attendance,
the
Playhouse
in the Park
is adding
an extra
Monday
night
showing of
"It's a
Wonderful
Life"?
'This clasChamber sic
Christmas
Chat
play is sure
By Lisa
to underSatterwhite
score the
Assistant
true mewlDirector
ing of the
Murray/Calloway holiday
County Chamber season
of Commerce
through our
local community theater. For Monday's
performance, stop by the
Playhouse one hour prior to
show at 7:30 p.m.. or call 7532199 Festival seating applies.

*4c
OFFICE PRODUCTS
-MACHINES

-FURNITURE
OFFICE SUPPLIES

LISA SATTERWHITE/Chamber Photo
Larry and David Benton and the entire Benton family announce Twin Lakes Office
Products is now a division of Petter Business Systems. Offering continued friendly and
local service since 1972, Twin Lakes will now have expanded customer service and
product with next day delivery. Stop by their same downtown location at 516 Main or
call 753-0123 for complete office supplies, equipment and furniture.
Injury Support Group, Center
for Health & Wellness. Dec. 22,
5:30 - 6:30 p.m.
II Visit with Santa. Heritage
Bank Lobby. Dec. 23. 4 - 6
p.m.. photos taken for donation
to Relay for Life.
111 Christmas Eve
Candlelight Service, First
Christian Church. 111 N. 5th
St.. Dec. 24, 8 p.m.
II Murray Trade Day. MCC
Park, Dec. 26, 7 am. - noon.
•Christmas in the Park - A
Festival of Lights, through Dec.
28,6 - 9 p.m., Needline donations accepted.
III Calloway County and
Murray Independent Schools
dismissed for holidays, classes
resume Jan. 2. 2006.
111 Murray An Guild closed
for the holidays through Jan.
17, 2006.

Main Street Donation

Photo provided

Briggs & Stratton Corporation Foundation is
pleased to make a contribution of $2,000 to the
Murray Main Street program whose aim is to help
stimulate economic development and investment in
downtown. Pictured presenting the check to Deana
Wright. Murray Main Street Director, is Rodney
Bohannon, Briggs & Stratton Plant Manager.

Highlights from the
Commerce Center include
c'harnher Checks in $5
increments, Murray ornaments
and The Murray Collection note
cards are available at the
Chamber a Commerce fbr last
minute gift ideas. Stop by the
Chamber to purchase yours
through Dec. 23.
III Today, 100 percent of
the fares to ride.on The
Saturday Shopping Service
Route with Murray-Calloway
Transit Authority will be donated to the United Way of Murray
and Calloway County. Any
additional donations are appreciated. Regular fares apply.
•Congratulations to
Jayrne Gordon, Student Intern
and Special Events Coordinator
for the Murray-Calloway

County Chamber of Commerce.
Jayme is graduating from
Murray State this semester with
a degree in public relations and
marketing and is looking forward to full time work in her
field

Upcoming Ribbon
Cuttings/Business After
Hours
Heritage Bank. 210 N.
12th St., Jan. 12, 4 - 6 p.m.
(groundbreaking at 4 p.m./after
hours to follow).
For more information on
becoming a member ofthe
Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce or hosting a Chamber event contact
Tab Brockman or Lisa
Satterwhite at 753-5171.

Guest services coordinator named
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital
has
announced
Carnbray Bergmann as the new
guest services coordinator.
As a member of the Salida.
Colo.. community, Bergmann
served as a professional firefighter/ALS
provider.
She
also
worked in
emergency
medical
services as
.an instructor/educator. as an
emergency
room techBergmann nician and
other
in
specialty medical/rescue rresponses. In all her positions.
Bergmann was involved in quality management and administration.
"Over the years. I have
learned that I have a passion for
serving in the quality management portion of organizations,"
said Bergmann.
As the new guest services
coordinator. Bergmann plans to
make the position more visible
to guests and employees in an
attempt to help increase the
quality of service provided and
ensure that any concerns are
resolved immediately. Her !loci-

non will' interact and support
each department in regards to
guest satisfaction in an effoit to
improve the overall culture of
the organization.
"I am honored to have the
opportunity to serve this community and hospital in this position." said Bergmann. "It is our
goal to provide the best service
possible to all guests and
employees and I am currently
, trying to analyze and learn about
the operations of each department within the organization so
I can serve the community and
hospital effectively."
Bergmann has a 7-year-old
son named Gage. who is in the
first grade
at Eastwood
Christian Academy. Both she
and her son have attended
Eastwood Baptist Church since
their arrival
Murray.
to
Bergmann has family in Murray
including a mother-in-law,
Jeanne Barnes. and a brother-inlaw. Chris Barnes.
-Relocating from Colorado
to Murray has been move,.
a very exciting and positive
said
Bergmann. "The community
has been sery supportive, helpful, and kind throughout our
entire relocation process. We
are also very excited to he supported by such an amazing
church and educational organization.

The Series One Contractor,
. Poti,.s twin
State Auto gives contractors broad. basic
and complete coverage for property and
general liabilities at surprisingly low premium rates. Plus you have the option of
choosing from several custom package,
Call today for more information
Your hest insurance
is a stot•ii agen(.

McNutt Insurance

21..
£7,Si.//
kwfm

1208 JOHNSON RIND.
750-1499

Coldwell Banker's Wynn to
feature local homes online
Renee Wynn of Coldwell
Banker has secured one of the
very limited Featured Homes'
positions on the Internet's No. 1
real estate Web site, REALTOR.com, the official Web site
of the National Association of
Realtors.
Through the REALTOR.com
Marketing System's Featured
Homes program, when potential
home buyers and sellers search
for homes in Murray/Calloway
County 42071. they will see
Wynn's listed properties prominently displayed at the top of
the page with color photographs
and pricing details. On average.
this can provide homes that
Wynn featured with 20 times
more exposure.
Wynn's clients' properties will
benefit from the more than 6.1
million individuals per month
who, on average, spend 86 percent of the time they searched
for a home online on REALTOR.com:
In making the investment in
the Featured Homes Marketing
System. Wynn said. "I want to
ensure that both the properties I
market and the communities I
represent enjoy ofstimum shelf
positioning online, because
what makes me different from

other agents
is how I
help
my
properties
and communities differentiate
themselyes
Irvin
the
other homes
and communities they
Wynn
compete
against."
Featured Homes is just one of
the many ways Wynn is using
the REALTORV:om Marketing
System to help her clients in the
Murray/Callow
C'ounty area.
She is able to work with clients
to customize the resources of
REALTOR.com - including her
property descriptions. Web site.
and propeny photograph - and
provide her clients with added
services such as detailed property marketing/trattic reports.
Buyers interested in
Featured Homes or sellers interested in having. their properts
become a Featured Home can
visit her Web site at renetayn-npropernes.com or contact her
at. 270-293-7149 or e-mail
address
srw y nn 4'cold sx ellbanker.com
or
reneewynn(ir murras -k net.

Need holiday shipping?
Cheapest UPS Shipping
•

in town GUARANTEED!
• In-store packaging...
Bring it in and we'll
pock it for you!
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SEASON'S
GREETINGS

COURTNEY
VISION CENTER

III July 1497 as executor,: "sv
piesidalt and chief operating
officer and bring named president an March 149S
Under his leadership. Security
Benefit has more than doubled
the size of its business and
quadrupled its sales 1)unng his
tenure. Robbins has drisen the
company to forge numerous key
relationships. including hecoming the exclusive provider of
retirement programs for the
National Education Association
t NEAt and its 2.6 million !Tienthers, as well as the pmilnetars
retirement provider for the PGA
of America and its entrv into a
new service line ot business
known as se2."
Robbins holds undergraduate
and masters of business administrations degrees from Murray
State University. His professional designations include
Fellow in Life Management.
Institute I FLMI) and a Series 7
NASD Securities license.
Robbins in a native of.
Indianapolis. Ind. He is married
to Lori L. tHullinger) Robbins
and they hase two children.Holly and Blake.
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Murray State grad to
chair Security Benefit
TOPEKA, Kan. - Howard R.
Fricke. chairman of the hoard
for Security Benefit, has
announced to company associates that Kris A. Robbins,
Security Benefit .president and
chief executive officer. will succeed Fricke as Security Benefit
chairman of the board effective
Jan. 1.2006.
In making the announcement.
Fricke expressed his confidence
in the continued success of the
company under the leadership
of Robbins. who has sersed as
Security Benefit president and
chief executive officer since
2001.
"Today's announcement is
consistent with our succession
plan," said Fricke. "Kris has
been a driving force in Security.
Benefit's innovation, advancing
our service excellence reputation and has demonstrated a
solid commitment to our community. Knowing Kris Robbins
will continue to be at the helm
of the company gises me great
satisfaction."
Robbins currently serves as
the president and chief executive officer for the company.
having joined Security Benefit

Coming Up Around Town
III Santa Hours: Today. I I
a.m. - 2 p.m.; Dec. 18, 1 - 4
p.m.; Dec. 23, 1 - 4 p.m.; Dec.
24, 11 a.m. -2 p.m.
•Heritage Bank Holiday
Classic. Calloway Co. High
School, Today, Dec. 19 & 20.
II Twilight Cabaret
Productions presents "A
Holiday'Dinner Experience",
Ken-Bar Lodge, 7711 Hwy. 641
N.. Gilbertsville, Tonight. 6:30
p.m.. 270-436-2399 for reservations.
II It's A Wonderful Life.
Playhouse in the Park, times
through Dec. 19.
III Special holiday programs
and schedules for Land
Between the Lakes are available by calling 1-800-LBL7077 or online at www.lbl.org.
III Osteoporosis and
Vision/Glaucoma Screenings,
Center for Health & Wellness,
Dec. 20, 8 a.m. - noon and 1 - 3
p.m.
•How to,Burn Off Your
Holiday Cookies. Center for
Health &Wellness, Dec. 21, 11
- 11:30 a.m.
•Murray Stroke/Head

InBusiness

Veti

Dun McNutt, AA! Greg McNutt
Mike Young
HA South 6th St. • Murray • 753-4431 • Westside • roam Squar•
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Sunday,
Dec. 18 • 7 p.m.

First Unitqd Methodist
Church
The Christmas Story told by
larger than life puppets.
An eventfor the whole family!
For more information call 753-3812
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FORUM
WASHINGTON TODAY
By Liz Sidoti

Rejecting calls
for U.S. troop
withdrawl
up to criticism, on the eve of a
congressional election year in
which Iraq will be a focus, that
they had rejected the notion of
victory in Iraq.
The resolution "honors the
tremendous sacrifices" of U.S.
forces and praises Iraqis for voting in parliamentary elections
Thursday. It says U.S. forces
would be required in Iraq "only
until Iraqi forces can stand up
so our forces can stand down,
and no longer than is required
for that purpose."
"Setting an artificial
timetable for the withdrawal of
United States Armed Forces
from Iraq, or immediately terminating their deployment in
Iraq and redeploying them elsewhere in the region, is fundamentally inconsistent with
achieving victory in Iraq," the
Despite several fine parties
resolution says.
and ceremonies, my first
The House GOP maneuvered months of retirement had an
for a vote in the face of
incompleteness to them, as if
Democratic calls for an immedi- my life's central interests were
ate or eventual troop pullout,
left separated and unsummawhich have intensified since a
rized, and my intellectual focus
prominent hawk, Rep. John
was left unfocused.
Murtha, D-Pa., said last month
That was before I spent
it was time for U.S. troops to
November reading an amazing
start coming home. Some
Democrats complained that
book by history professor James
Democrats, including House
Republicans were intentionally
C. Cobb of the University of
Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi
limiting debate on Iraq by
Georgia: Away Down South: A
of California, have lined up
scheduling a vote as lawmakers
History of Southern Identity
behind him.
their
are under pressure to finish
(Oxford University Press, 2005,
Seeking to kill momentum
work so they can adjourn for the
404 pp.).
that was building behind
year. Several dozen Democrats
Reading it was an epiphany
Murtha's call for withdrawal,
— some wearing "Debate Iraq"
My whole academic
experience.
House Republicans forced a
buttons — filed to the floor to
career--devoted mostly to trythe
immediate
on
the
debate"
rejecting
vote
"request an open
ing to study and understand the
pullout of U.S. forces just
war.
d (or perhaps
South—flashe
before adjourning for
The GOP resolution says the
since I read much
"unfolded",
Democrats
break.
Thanksgiving
achievHouse is committed "to
slower now than I once did)
ing victory in Iraq" and that set- called the quick vote a political
before my eyes. In my 1950s
thoughtful
prevented
that
ploy
ting an "artificial timetable"
begun
would be "fundamentally incon- debate on Murtha's proposal — college days, I had barely
southin
surface
the
scratch
to
and almost all voted against
sistent with achieving victory."
ern studies (a little Faulkner,
withdrawal in what they said
Some Democrats objected to
Welty, and Brooks & Warren),
was
protest.
a
word
the
of
use
the frequent
but in the 1960s, having "disOn Friday, Murtha sent his
victory. "What is victory?
covered" W. J. Cash's Mind of
Nobody has defined what victo- fellow Democrats a letter in
which he said he would oppose the South and burying myself in
ry is." Rep. Jim McGovern, Dthe GOP resolution. He said he the inner chambers of Yale's
Mass., said.
cathedral-like Sterling Library, I
objects because "it calls for
RRep. Ileana Ros-Lehtinen,
devoured for six years (and
Fla., said the resolution makes a 'complete victory' which does
not define victory, is openevery year since) everything I
strong statement: "Failure is not
ended, and therefore means that could find about southern histoa part of the American nature
our troops could be there for ten ry, southern sociology, and
nor of our moral fiber. It is ceror fifteen years."
is
tainly not a concept that
southern literature.
House Democrats have been
acceptable to our men and
There was something ironivoicing disparate positions on
women in the armed forces."
cal of course about a southern
Iraq in the weeks since Murtha
A vote would force
boy spending six years in New
Democrats to choose whether to announced his proposal, and
Haven studying the South, but
some members have been taking those were Civil Rights
support the resolution — and
steps aimed at building a conor
—
Republicans
with
stand
Movement years, and I could
sensus position.
oppose it, opening themselves
neither defend nor amend my

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Republicans sought to put the
House on record once again
rejecting calls for a timetable
for withdrawing U.S. forces
from Iraq, a move Democrats
decried as politically driven.
Just weeks ago, the
Republican-controlled chamber
voted against an immediate
pullout.
Democrats called the fresh
vote, like they did the previous
one, a political stunt, and
offered an alternative resolution
that would simply congratulate
Iraqis for three successful elections in Iraq this year. But
Republicans rejected that.
As a result, "the majority has
chosen to give us an ugly and
divisive debate," said Rep. Tom
Lantos of California, the top
Democrat on the House
International Relations
Committee.
But Rep. David Dreier, RCalif., and the chairman of the
House Rules Committee, said;
"This is a simple resolution
which I believe is going to
enjoy strong bipartisan sup-

The Shock of Recognition
native soil if
ignorant of
the shelves
and shelves
of books
written
about it.
Reading
Cobb this
fall reminded me of all
that I read
By Larry
then and
McGehee
since. I
Syndicated
think
Columnist
Cobb's
achievement is "a much-needed
Southern Studies summation",
but he calls it "a useful chronologically comprehensive historical framework for understanding the origins and evolution of
an ongoing effort, now into its
third century, to come to terms
with the South's role as both a
real and imagined cultural entity separate and distinct from the
rest of the country."
(Cobb does have a propensity for Faulknerian-length sentences, probably because what
he studies does not lend itself
easily to simplicity and brevity.)
If you recall how Scrooge
delighted at being carried back
by The Ghost of Christmas Past
to his childhood reading heroes
like Ali Baba, you might understand the delirious glee with
which my life passed before me
as Cobb took me back to old
books once loved. Sometimes
with a sentence, sometimes with
a paragraph, and sometimes
with several pages, Cobb cap-

tures the pith of one southern
historian or writer after another,
mostly in chronological order—
for southern studies has connections and continuities and contrasts that make historiographical chronology important to students.
Here, in the order in which I
imagine myself to have read
them, are South-studiers such as
John Pendleton Kennedy,
William R. Taylor (on Cavaliers
and Puritans), Frederick
Olmstead, Mary Boykin
Chesnut, the Grimke sisters,
Rollin G. Osterweis, James
Kirke Paulding, Mark Wain,
James Henry Hammond,
William Gilmore Simms,
George Fitzhugh, Daniel R.
Hundley, Hinton Rowan Helper,
Kenneth Stampp, David Potter,
Edward A. Pollard, J.D.B.
DeBow, Henry Grady, Henry
Watterson, Joel Chandler
Harris, George Washington
Cable, Thomas Nelson Page,
Walter Hines Page, John
Spencer Bassett, E. Merton
Coulter, William E. Dodd,
Ulrich B. Phillips, Frank L.
Owsley, H. L. Mencken,
Clarence Cason, the Agranans
of Vanderbilt, Howard Odum
and the North Carolina regionalists—and a couple hundred
others, up to the 21st century
and including women, blakks,
and fiction writers, accurately
identified and synthesized by
Cobb.
Cobb doesn't miss a one.
Cutting through all of the
chapters stand the twin pillars

of journalist W. J. Cash and historian C:Vann Woodward, in
Cobb's estimation (and mine as
well) the two primary pillars of
southern studies.
Cobb leans to sharing the
beliefs of many scholars that
the distinctiveness of the South
would not have been possible
without having the North as its
antithesis, and that in modern
times, as the two regions have
looked more and more alike,
defining a distinctive South has
become more and more difficult.(This hypothesis reminds
us of recent American history:
since the collapse of
Communism, America has been
hard-put to define itself without
that opponent.)
And the final chapters of
Cobb's panoramic view of
Southern studies show that
Cobb himself finds it difficult to
identify a distinctive South.
although he succeeds as well as
anyone can in the turbulent
times since the civil rights
movement and in the transition
from southern poverty to Green
Belt prosperity.
No serious student of
Southern Studies, an academic
field that has found a niche in
respectable academic circles in
the last half century, can ignore
Cobb's book—or, more importantly, ignore the authors he
assembles and that make up his
extensive footnotes. Away
Down South comes as close as
possible to being the sine qua
non history of southern identity.
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•Alexander ...
From Front
Kentucky Community and Technical
Cyliege President) Barbara Veazey and
their relationship with President(Lee)
Tedd at the University of Kentucky,
•. The three of us — President Todd,
Pirsident Veazey and myself — have
wbarked very well together in making
sitre if any issues are starting to bubble
up that we are way ahead of the curve.
that we understand those issues before
diey becorne,public issues. We are
able to work them out before they
become public issues.
; People here always said he careful
with Paducah, and quite honestly, I
haven't had any problems what so
eter working with Paducah. And that's
backing an 80-year history, but I found
good people in Paducah and
McCracken County that we have
w.orked closely with. We've been able
to accomplish a lot more because we
haven't been fighting each other.
.• The production of students and
gtaduates as well that work together to
st;iy in our area. I think, also, undersquiding that we have the same dilemfrois in western Kentucky. We have
serious demographic and economic
censiderations that are a lot more simi14 than they are dissimilar.
L&T: Was there a moment you
realized Murray was a good fit for
you?

KA: I've always had a high regard
for Murray. There's the part of me
that's been here four years, but then
tliere's the part of me that's been here
11.(His father, Kern, was MSU president from 1994 to 2001.)
remember what campus looked
like in 1993 — the chicken wire in
Carr Health, the black windows in the
Business Building. A couple of campus facilities looked like they had been
bombed out. There were so many campus physical problems that it wasn't
even a very attractive campus.
Pogue is a great example. Pogue
was closed, basically. It smelled like
mildew. It was dark. It didn't have any
where to sit. Nobody could get in and
out of it. Pogue Library has been
brought buck to life, like our
Waterfield Library has.
L&T: When you were on the
campus in the early '90s, did you
ever think you'd be president here?
KA: Oh, no.'I just thought Id help
my father on numerous issues as we
saw them at the University of Illinois
and the University of Wisconsin. As
someone who studies higher education
environment at other universities, we
talked two or three times a week about
the issues impacting Murray State and
how to improve some of the environmental circumstances.
I.&T: What do you think has
been the greatest accomplishment

since you've been here?
KA: I think two things Our complete ciunpus locus on student success
and graduation I think my predecessor
focused a lot on getting the etuollinent
issues turned around, which was vital

for this community and region. We've
been able to take the next step, which
is not just to work on enrolling students, but enhance our efforts to graduate them in every capacity.
I think that's one. Two is, this may
sound silly, but on Sunday mornings
this past fall, the parking lots have
been full. The students are here, which
means a lot of things have gone on —
from the building of new student facilities, like the recreation and wellness
center to the coffeehouses, to the
whole $2 million Winslow improvement for student dining to the fact
we've never had more club teams. We
have cycling club teams, rugby clubs
teams; we've got women's field hock- _
ey club teams playing other universities over the weekend. We've had our
highest amount of intramural participation. We've brought students back
into the library. We're having 40.000
in the fall, compared to 20,000 —
almost doubled our library participation.
•
Can you put your finger on any one
of things and say that one is more
important than the other? No. Can you
point to all of them and say they've all
worked in some capacity to build a
campus environment that is student
friendly and open for business for students and open for education? Yes. I'd
say all of them have impacted these
developments in some capacity.
And it's not just my accomplishment. This is the accomplishment of
all of us; this is the whole administration and our faculty and staff. I just
noticed things that they may not —
him the parking lots are full on Sunday
morning and the fact we have a concern that the library is too noisy. That
has never happened; that library had
nobody in it four years ago. Nobody.
Other signs: Winslow. Students are
staying too long; they are sitting there
interacting. That's not a problem. It's
just a consequence of giving them a
good environment to learn and study
and live.
But it's little things that give you
that type of indication. The library is
too loud. We run out of food at
Winslow. even on the weekends.
Those are real true indications of success that we are all working to
achieve.
... People like walking on campus. I
like the fact people from the community come here after dinner and park
their car on the edge of campus and
walk through campus. They just enjoy
walking dtrough the campus. It has to
do as much with little things as big

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times Ptx.

MSU President Dr. King Alexander finalizes some paperwork in his office Friday afternoon after returntric
from Long Beach, where he officially becomes president Jan. 9.
things.
We've replaced our campus signs
over a three-year period from those
nasty, industrial, metal signs that cost
three times to these attractive campus
signs that are more welcoming. We've
put new garbage cans that just don't
have paint peeling.
... The problem with campus is that
if you're always focusing on cost-bencut analysis, four years ago we would
have closed the Curris Center; we
would have shut Winslow down for a
couple meals on the weekends; we
would have closed Carr Health at certain hours because there weren't many
students using it. What you're doing is
penalizing the small number of students who were staying in the first
*—
place. Then pretty soon, everybody
just leaves on Thursday and then you
justify closing the Curris Center and
you don't open it on Saturday and you
don't open it on Sunday.
Can you say you make a lot of
money in the Curris Center Bookstore
on Sunday.? No, but,it's open and you
don't penahze the Students who aren't
here, you penalize the studentgwhe

need it on Sunday. By stretching and
opening the campus back up, we've
maintained the campus as it should be
with library hours and other things
even when student usage couldn't justify it. But now student usage justifies
it. The students have come back and
they're staying and they are using our
facilities on the weekends. They are all
over campus on the weekends.
There is a lot of quiet on campus
(at Long Beach). They don't have a lot
of on-campus students. There's not a
lot of on-campus housing. I think
everybody agrees that they need more
on-campus housing. But with on-campus housing comes all these other
things. Open up food facilities.
Bringing all this stuff back to life.
That's pan of what we've been working on here.... It's just kind of quietly
happened, but you can't say why it
happened. It starts here and goes all
the way to there.
... On a Saturday night (in
November) I just walked through the
coffee house .and got a cup of Coffee
on my Way home from the football
game. Just the amount of activities is

amazing. A lot of time and energy has
gone into creating that atmosphere. I
hope that the new president understands that didn't just happen. ii fact,
if he or she just thinks that just happens here, then it could reverse and die
here real fast. I haven't heard the
words "suitcase college" in two or
three years. We didn't become a suitcase campus o'Vemight and we didn't
get out of it overnight
L&T: What kind of legacy do you
want people to remember sou for?
KA: First and foremost, I want
people to remember I was a good
daddy.
Also, when our unisersitv works
together. we can accomplish far more
than we would under different circumstances. The first thing would be that I
just want the students to know they
had an ally, and their biggest supporter
was the president

L&T: In talking to people since
you announced sou were kasing, so
rnan people had good things to say.
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COMMUNITY
Quilt Lovers plan Christmas
party Tuesday at library

Ensemble Featured At Meeting

Quilt Lovers of Murray will have its annual Christmas party on Tuesday at 6 p.m. in
the meeting room of Calloway County Public Library.
This will be a potluck meal. Each one is
asked to bring a covered dish. Ham, drinks
and paper goods will be provided. Also food
donations for Need Line will be collected.
"An Ugly Quilt Contest" will be held.
Each one is asked to bring the ugliest quilt
she has made, purchased or been given.
Jo's
The room will be available at 5:30 p.m.
k
Dateboo
members and interested persons can arrive
so
By Jo Burkeen
to start the event promptly at 6 p.m.
Community
Editor

Clothes Closet open Monday

en tortilla soup.

Tuesday - 'chicken fajitas,
spiral baked ham, chicken fried
steak with gravy, — wild rice
pilaf, broccoli casserole, refried
beans, candied yams. 'baby
carrots, Wisconsin cheese
soup.
Wednesday - meat loaf,
turkey hot brown, 'crumb
topped fish filet, *seasone.d
green beans, mashed potatoes, 'brussel sprouts. onion
rings, taco soup.
Thursday - 'baked potato
bar, chili, hot dog, pork roast,
'lemon pepper chicken, 'winter mix vegetables, corn fritters, Harvard beets, chicken
and wild rice soup.
Friday - lasagna. 'vegetable lasagna, prime sea
strips, country style steak.
mashed potatoes with gravy,.
'Italian green beans, breaded cheese sticks. 'steamed
yellow squash, 'black bean
and steak soup. 'garlic bread
sticks.
Saturday - 'chicken pot pie.
meat loaf, smoked sausage,
Sauerkraut. 'broccoli spears.
mashed potatoes with gravy,
'stewed tomatoes, soup of
the day.
Sunday - pot roast, chicken Strips, 'crumb topped fish
Photo provided
filet, 'oven roasted potatoes,
they 'baby carrots, fried okra,
as
Singers
Madrigal
School
High
County
Henry
the
directs
Kenneth Humphries
e Valley Authority 'crowder peas, soup of the
entertain the members of the Western Chapter of the Tennesse
day.
State Park Inn.
Land
Paris
at
luncheon
s
Retirees Association at their 2005 Christma
Photo provided

John Dale of Glendale Road Church of Christ brought a message about
the
"Christmas" at the November meeting of the Creative Arts Department of
Music
Murray Woman's Club. Special music was by the Music Ensemble of the
Department of MWC who are (from left) Norma Paschall, Joanne Cavitt, Sondra
Rice, Kathy Mowery, Kay Ray, Martha Crafton and Pat Miller.

Church Retirees Plan promotin Church

are
Retirees of Martin's Chapel United Methodist
selling Country Collection Calendars. Proceeds will go to local
charities. Orders should be made by the first of next week
with Doris Robertson at 753-5048.

'Christmas Sing-A-Long' Sundayat 6

TVA Retirees Hear Singers

p.m. at
A "Christmas Sing-A-Long" will be Sunday
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church. Favorite Christmas carols, hymns and songs will be sung. If any one wants
to prepare a solo or group number contact Imogene Paschall
or the pastor, the Rev. Joey Reed. Those attending are asked
to bring a favorite Christmas dessert or snack. Hot Chocolate,
,piced cider and soft drinks will be furnished.

Residents schedule luminaries 13th

to North
Residents of Olive Boulevard from North
14th Street will once again light their luminaries on Saturday
and Sunday from 5 p.m. to about midnight. Motorists are
invited to drive down Olive Boulevard during these hours to
see the lighted luminaries It is best to turn off your lights
and drive slowly.

Four Rivers Group will meet

Four Rivers Music Friends are scheduled to meet Sunday
at 2 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library. This is
open to all musicians and listeners For more information call
Velvaleen at 753-6979.

Masonic lodge will meet

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will
meet Monday at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Hall.

TOPS Chapter will meet

Members of the nevk Murray Chapter of TOPS, #616 will
meet Tuesday in the annex pf,Calloway Public Library. Weighin will be from 8:30 to 9 a.m. with the Meeting to be held
from 9 to 10 a.m. Visitors are welcome. For more information call Joyce at 761-1491 or visit v.,ww.tops.org.

lo assist with expenses for a local family following an allterrain vehicle accident in November. an account has been set
up at The Murray Bank. Bryan Reeves, 24, was severely
injured in an ATV accident Nov. 26 and was taken to Vanderbilt Medical Center, Nashville, Tenn., where he has been in
a coma until recently. He is married to Connie and they have
a 3-year-old daughter and another child due July 3. Reeves
has worked for Swift Roofing for the past five years; but with
medical expenses, time off work and the upcoming foreclosure
on their home, the family is financially struggling. Contributions can be made at both branches of The Murray Bank.

"Heart Smart" is the program for the menus in the
cafeteria of Murray-Callos#0.
County Hospital.
*re
Anne Newberry. dietitleS,
said the menus are desigitil
to help those restricting sat rated fats and sodium in
diets.
,
Menus, subject to occasion'
al changes, for the week . of
Dec. 19-25 have been released
as follows:
Monday - quiche Flanktine, 'chicken and rice
mango chutney, Salis1:00
speth
'broccoli
steak,
whipped potatoes, 'field j4ii0
with snaps, fried apples, chi.'4'

ditz,

The Clothes Closet will be open on the first and third Mondays from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Dexter Baptist Church. For
information call Linda Young, coordinator, at 437-4890.

Contributions needed by family

HospitalMenus

GED Fast Track Class scheduled in January at CDC
, Calloway County Adult and Family
Education will offer a GED Fast Tract
Class every Thursday from 9 a.m. to noon
starting Jan. 19 and continuing through
Feb. 23, 2006 at the Career Discovery
Center, US Hwy. 641 North, Murray.
Registration will be from 9 a.m. to
noon from Jan. 9 to 12. "Since the class
will move quickly. there are some qualifications to consider, so it is very important to pre-register," said Anica Smith, director. Persons may call 759-5525 for an
appointment.
There are so many reasons people made
the decision to drop out of school before

have studied anythey graduate. For some it was because many years since they informatio
n didn't
they lacked some credits and wouldn't thing and maybe the but it's o.k. The
graduate on time. For others it is because sink in the first time,
will help calm
a personal crisis knocked them off track. instructors at the center
Still others had to go to work to help their educational fears everyday."
As to the time it will take to get a
support the family.
get
Smith said "just because people drop GED is a question the instructors
don't know
really
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Bellringers are needed

The local unit of The Salvation Army is continuing with
the annual Christmas Bell. Ringing for donations to help provide for the needy in the city and county. Volunteer bell
ringers are still needed to fill a few hours on Dec. 23 and
24. To volunteer call Mike or Joann Faihst at 756-9676 for
times and details. Kerry Lambert unit chairman, said after
three weekends of ringing, approximately $7,500 has been
raised.

WATCH needs aluminum cansneeds aluminum

WATCH Center at 702 Main St., Murray.
cans for an on-going fund-raising project. These may be taken
to the center during regular hours; or persons may drive through
the driveway on the west side of the center and place them
in the cotton wagon there anytime day or night; or may be
donated at Make A Difference Day.

Marine Corps League will meet
11:30

a.m. at
Marine Corps League will meet today at
Pagliai's Pizza. Active duty Marine representatives are to bring
toys and donations in support of "Toys for Tots." Support in
the form of new, unwrapped toys and checks made payable to
"Toys for Tots" is requested. All interested persons are invited. For more information call Ray Pawlowski at 436-5675.

Promise of Hope plans serviceNorth, Murray.

Promise of Hope Church, 1945 St. Rt. 121
will have a special service at 2 p.m. on Sunday. The Rev.
Shannon Waltman will be the special speaker.

Need Line has promotion

Back Yard Burgers at Hwy. 121 Bypass, Murray. has a promotion for Need Line. A customer buying one burger will get
one free with a donation of a non-perishable food item from
now through Jan. IS. All food will he donated to Need Line
to help fill the needs of the community.

SeniorActivities
By TERI COBB
Activities Director
Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens are located at
607 Poplar St., Murray. Our
phone number is 753-0929.
Lunch is served daily at 11:30
a.m. for a suggested donation
of $1.50.
We offer transportation on
a daily basis from 9 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. If you live in the
city limits and need a ride to
our center, the doctor, grocery
store, bank or pharmacy, please
call at least one day ahead of
time to schedule your ride."
Our exercise room is open
Monday through Friday from
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Those who
are 60 and older are invited
to exercise at no cost, as well
as take advantage of beginning
computer classes we have to
offer. Contact the center for
more information.
Activities and menus for the
week of Dec. 19-23 have been
released as follows:
Monday events include
Armchair Aerobics at 8:30 or
9:30 a.m., Health Express at
center from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m.,
'Stride with Pride Walkers will
leave at 10 a.m., Caregivers
Support Group at 12:30 p.m..

Give the Gift
of Arbonne!
Gift Certificates Available

http://livingproof.
myarbonne.com
Tifferry Hjerpe, RN Nikki Hjerpe

RBONNE
NTERNATIONAL,

Irlfpnanti CaandYnd

226-9501
226-9502

Pretmern swiss Skin Care Products

Got An
Announcement
To Make? Call Us!
753-W16'

Beginning Line Dancing at 1:30 relish.
Wednesday events include
p.m. and Advanced Line Dancing at 2 p.m. Chicken strips, Armchair Aerobics at 8:30 to
augratin potatoes, broccoli, roll, 9:30 a.m., Stride with Pride
margarine and Moon pie will Walkers will not meet, Powder Puff Pool play from 10 to
be on the lunch menu.
Tuesday events include 11:30 a.m. and Pinochle Club
Strength and Stretch Class from at noon. Pepper steak, rice.
8 to 9 a.m. in the gym. Our honey glazed carrots, roll, marChristmas party will begin at garine and triple orange mold
10 a.m, and run until at least will be on the lunch menu.
Thursday events include
2:30 p.m. See the Newsletter
and Stretch Class at
Strength
menu
lunch
for details. On the
will be baked ham, potato 8 a.m. On the lunch menu will
casserole, green beans, wheat be ham and beans, slaw, sliced
roll, margarine and cranberry onions, corn bread. margarine

and apple cobbler.
Friday menu for Meals on
Wheels only will be roast beef
au jus, mashed potatoes, brussels sprouts, roll, margarine
and Little Debbie cookie.
The center will be closed
Friday. Dec. 23, and Monday.
Dec. 26, in observance of the
Christmas holiday.
Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens Center is a United Way
agency.

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS

Wei&lie of Murray
1311 Johnson • Murray, KY
OFFICE HOURS
Monday, Wednesday
& Friday 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
'SERVICE & REPAIR ON ALL BRANDS
'FREE IN-HOME TESTING

_Welione
Serving You Since 1942
• Main Office
918 Broadway, Paducah, KY
www.BeltoneHearing.com
1311 Johnson • Murray, KY
270-753-9558 or Toll Free 886-773-4327

OUR STAFF HAS OVER 100 YEARS COMBINED
EXPERIENCE IN MEETING HEARING NEEDS!

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU DEC. 20
MATINEES EVERYDAY

The Family Stone
PG13 - 1:20 - 3:30 - 7:00 - 9.1'

Walk The Line
P013 - 12:55 - 3:40 - 7:10 - 9 ;-

King Kong
-, howing on 2screens)
PG13 - 12:40 - 4:10 - 7:4u

The Chronicles of Narnis
PG - 1:10 - 3:55 - 6:45 - 9:30
Yours, Mine & Ours
PG - 1:30 - 3:25 • 7:20 - 9:10
Just Friends
PG13 - 9:40
Harry potter
P013 - 12:50 - 3:45 - 6:50
.
Program Information Call 753-3314 :
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Stock up

Illusionist Brock Gill (center) tapes his BBC television special "Miracles of Jesus"
in the Israeli city of Capernaum in May 2005. Gill's three-hour program investigates whether Jesus could have used magic, hypnotism or some other tricks to
create the illusion of miracles. With Gill are Mike Jackson (left) and Meir AlfasSi.

,• HOLIDAY
FESTIVITIES!
Y al2 PACK, 1 2.OZ4CANS

Christian illusionist
tests Jesus' miracles
By JOHN GEROME
Associated Press Writer
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Nashville illusionist Brock Gill never figured Jesus for a
master magician.
As an evangelical Christian, Gill always
.accepted the biblical accounts of Jesus' miracles as just that — miracles.
But when the BBC asked him to travel to
the Holy Land to investigate whether Jesus
could have used magic, hypnotism or some
other trick to create the illusion of miracles.
Gill couldn't refuse.
"I've always been fascinated by miracles,
ever since I was a kid reading the Bible stories," says Gill. host of the three-hour special,
"Miracles of Jesus," which will be shown on
the Discovery Channel on Christmas Eve.
At the outset, the show makes clear he's a
Christian. But Gill says he had to set aside
his personal beliefs and approach such stories
as the raising of the dead and walking on
water with an open mind.
'Before I got into really doing the investi-•
gation. 1 did research on some of the skeptics'
views and there were some quite convincing
ideas. It rattled me a little bit," says 'Gill, a
30-year-old with a religion degree from East
Texas Baptist University. "I thought, •I really
want to find the truth here."
Producer Jean-Claude Bragard says Gill, who
could be mistaken for a surfer with his , soul
patch beard and long blond hair, was a natural choice for host. Gill's act includes levitation, escaping from a sealed coffin filled with
water and making coins multiply.
"We realized we didn't need an academic
to lead the program, but we needed somebody

or your

WITh Card

for
BUY ANY FOUR (4)12-PACKS AND GET A

who was interested and knowledgeable about
Scripture and particularly interested in the miracles,- Bragard says.
The show uses interviews with scholars and
dramatizations of Bible stories to examine seven
miracles, including the multiplication of bread
and fish, the conversion of water into wine,
the raising of the dead and walking on water.
One segment questions whether Jesus could
have hypnotized a large crowd to convince
them he had multiplied bread and fish to feed
everyone. In another. Gill sloshes across sandbars in the Sea of Galilee to see if Jesus could
have appeared to walk on water by staying in
the' shallows.
In each case, the conclusion is that Jesus
probably couldn't have tricked people into
believing they had witnessed a miracle.
"Is it possible? Yes, it's possible that there
was some type of trick because I was able to
do it," says Gill. who turned water into wine
during the show. "But most of those things
used technology that he wouldn't have had.
We re-created walking on water, but it took
three 18-wheelers full of equipment to pull it
off."
Bragard says the subject of miracles has
"embarrassed" modern scholars of Jesus, adding:
"The fact is, he was famous because of his
miracles. The people then believed he was a
miracle-worker, even his enemies."
For Gill, who mostly performs for churches and other religious groups, delving into
Jesus' miracles only strengthened his faith.
"Before this year my beliefs were based just
on the Bible and what my parents and pastors
had told me." he says. "Now, I'm really convinced that what I'm believing is the truth."

FREE
8 PACK
(12 oz bottles)
Valid Dec 18 thru Dec 20
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'Footloose' auditions in January
Playhouse in the Park is and his mother, who move
proud to announce auditions from Chicago to a small farmfor the first mainstage show ing town. Ren is prepared for
of the 2006 season,"Footloose," the inevitable adjustment peribased on the original screen- od at his new high school.
play by Dean Pitchford with What he isn't prepared for are
music by Tom Snow and lyrics the rigorous local laws, includby Dean Pitchford.
ing a ban on dancing.
Auditions will be held Jan.
The ban is the brainchild
4 and 5 from 6-9 p.m. at Play- of a preacher determined to
house in the Park. There are exercise the control over the
principal roles for two teen girls, town youth that he cannot comone woman, three teen boys, mand in his own home. When
one man, as well as featured the reverend's rebellious daughroles for three women and four ter sets her cap for Ren. her
men. A large chorus of teens roughneck boy friend tries to
who can sing and dance is sabotage Ren's reputation. with
also needed.
many of the locals eager to
Prepared monologues- and believe the worst about the
songs are welcome, but audi- new kid.
To the rockin' *rhythm of its
tion material will also be provided. Auditions will consist Oscar-nominated top 40 score
of a scene reading as well as (the soundtrack album reached
learning a song and some basic number one on the Billboard
charts and has sold over 15
choreography.
A stage adaptation of one million copies!) to which new.
of the most explosive movie dynamic songs have been added.
Musicals in recent memory. "Fpotloose" celebrates the wisFootloose tells the story of Ren dom of listening to young peo-

AUTO
INSURANCE

MI

QI on? CU.l.or CLICK

753-4703
KFB\LLRAI..com

ple, guiding them with a warm
heart and an open mind.

FROZEN
TURKEY
BREAST
Great For The Smoker
WITH CARD

99t

KROGER GRADE A EGGS
Large
or Extra Large
(Donn)
12=1:1
PHILADELPHIA
CREAM CHEESE

(8 at Bar)

WITH CARD

9

With Best Wishes
For VOU dr yours,
a wonderful holiday
season filled with much
harmony and jov.
Be Blessed!
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Dec.e•The Nora Perviinfon Sand- *Cow
Sat., Dec.17"•Wets Kairituek - $3 Cover
Sun. Dec.18'• John Sutton 5oio • $3 Cow
SPECIALTY BURGERS & PIZZAS
.
Hwy, 121 South 15 Wee.
Sat., Dec. 31"- The Huckleberry's - $10 56ow
Buchanan, Tennessee
Sat. Jan. 7"- Whiskey Trippers - $8 Show

UPCOMING SPECIAL EVENTS

NO ONE UNDER 21 AFTER 8 PM.
SHOWS NIGHTLY 8:30 TILL 1230.

Reserved ttckets available for these two snows,
Call 270-8.53-0034

11111111111111111111

Yune 29, 1976
I)eceIre4er /9'.2003

Notice

STOP MISSING
011' ON

TOBACCO lard and
barn for rent 489-2116

GREAT
HOMBRE!
4 1-

2BR IBA duplex 2
miles from campus
Fully furnished including
washer/dryer,
wireless
Occupied by male junior education major at
MSU
5325 month
includes
utilities
(2 7 0 )4 4 2 - 1 2 9 0
(270)519-4831
060
Lost and Found
JUST give us a call.
well be glad to help.
Your loved one well
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends, Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916

• New & Improved
Pay Pkgi
• Teams Up to
$1 1 0.000CY r
• Excellent Miles,
• Teams and Solos
• Guaranteed
Annual Raises'
• Sign On&
Referral
Bonuses,
• No NYC.
No HazMat.
No Canada
CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO
Immediate Openings'
Call Today'

800-325-6040
Ext 19 or 32
www delraerp corn

TRANSPORT DRI1ER

941-2:09 or offolcacivie

for Inure detath on ',emelt&
Rutornative
Position available for
an Experienced ASE
Certified Automotive
Technician Must be
able to diagnosis and
; repair vehicles Also
accepting applications for expenenced
service writer Pay
.1 based on experience
Apply in person @
p. Harlan Automotive
408 North 4th Street
or call 270-767-0101.
AVON Representatives
' needed in your area
; Be your own boss Can
• make $8-515 per hour
Call 270-767-0308
center
CHILDCARE
looking for full time/part
time hard working individuals to help shape
the minds of children
ages birth to 12 years
old Must he flexible
Apply 109 S 15th St
Murray

Hiring cook and
host/hostess. Apply
in person Mon.-Fri.
at 616 N. 12th
Street. Murray.
No phone calls.

FREE housing and utilities in return for nightly
live in with elderly
female
References
required. 753-7920
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Hotel Apply in
person after 6 OOPM
HIRING
part time
kitchen help and waitstaff Tues-Sat 4-9PM
Call for interview.
(270)345-2225
NOW accepting appliacations, Express Tan of
Murray for sales associates. Must have flexible hours. Send or fax
resume
to
1055
Mineral Wells Ave ,
Paris. TN 38242. Fax:
(731)644-9101 or apply
in person.
PADUCAH Sun is looking for an independent
newspaper carrier in
the Murray area Call
(270)575-8714
for
more info
POSTAL JOBS
$15.22 to $21.62/hr,
now hiring. For application and free government job info, call
American Association
of Labor 1-913-59924
hours.
8042,
Employment service.
advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month, manager
trainees $3000 month
Company will train. Call
M-F 9am-tpm only! 1800-578-8799

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff.
We buy 1 or all Cal
Larry at 753-3633
BUYING junk cars,
trucks, tractors and
metal boats 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S 121h,
Murray.

Help Wanted

090
Domestic & Childcare
D'S Cleaning Service
753-3802
HOUSE cleaning
Rentals/Cabins 7536671
LOVING mother of 3
would like to care for
your children day/night.
(270)978-2028

STC in Paducah, Ky. Arafew
openingh for trumpet driven.
Vim hate (Pt-Ha:Mat &
Tanker, Offering excellent pay,
benefut and coworkers, home
nearh every nigh
r2.01
415-9184 or hi free 1-800-

THE
Compute
Remedy.
Compute
repair, system recov
ery, and in-home assis
tance. 435-4667

060

PARKING ENFORCE
MENT/COMMUNICA
TIONS OPERATOR,
MSU Public Safety.
Full-time,
benefits.
High school graduate,
two years experience
in
similar position
Computer
required.
knowledge required:
public safety experience preferred. Some
holiday, evening, weekend work required.
Dispatcher course in
Richmond, Kentucky
required
(training
expenses paid). Salary
$9.05 hourly. Click on
"Employment"
at
www.murraystate.edu
for additional information. Apply at: Human
Resources,
Murray
State University, 404
Sparks Hall, Murray.
KY 42071-3312, EEO,
M/F/D. AA employer.

MIRACLES
Detail
housecleaning
and
construction clean up
26 years experience
References If interested. please call 7679428
NEED your home or
business cleaned/ Call
Teresa 489-2957 or
227-8380

160

WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week.
150
Articles
For Sale
(40) 7' cedar posts. 12'
aluminum row boat.
3.000 watt generator.
Ladder racks and tool
box oft Ford pickup.
767-0958, 519-8570
65" Sony rear projection HD ready TV with
warranty
2-year
$1500. Aquarium: 150
& 220 gallon, both with
equipment. 293-7917.
CALOTREN and other
products: 20% off .
Lose weight and sleep
better safely. Local distributor. Call 759-9953
for same day delivery.
CAMOUFLAGE clothing for all ages
Insulated coveralls and
army
underwear
Jerry's
Sporting
Goods,
Mayfield
(270)247-4704
CAROLINA
wood
stove. Free-standing or
fireplace insert Auto
fan system, glass
doors, large firebox.
burns 22" wood, $599,
excellent condition.
Also, two antique parlor
stoves w/ nickel trim,
burns wood or coal.
Must see. 270-4365923. 573-620-4566
CHEST freezer. $125.
Little Tykes laundry
center, never used,
$30. 761-3729

Complies

CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each 270-492-8614

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3556

KENMORE washer &
dryer. 4 years old, good
condition.
Green
couch, 17" computer
monitor. 293-5865

150
ArtIciss
For Sii•

Articies
For Sale

COLEMAN 3-ton al
unit, $100 Coleman
electric furnace $100
Drop-in electric stove
riding
Noma
$40
Mower,
$300
(270)226-9075

SOFA that reclines
Love
seat:
rocks
reclines.
Burgundy
green, gold
plaid
Excellent
condition
Zenith 32" color TV
$100. Call 753-8255
293-3604

FREE
4-room satellite system
DVR & HD
Upgrades
FREE
$19.99 per mo for 3
mo. + 23 channels of
HBO, Cinemax, &
Showtime FREE for 3
months For more info
call Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901

FALL SERVICE
DIRECTORY
'.141 L RENTALS MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St.

THOMASVILLE
3piece wall unit: Queen
Anne chairs; traditional
sofa & love seat:
Nishiki Century bicycles; 36' aluminum
extension
ladder;
Nordic Track ski exerciser. 753-6752

270-436-5496• 270-293-6906

If you would like your business to be featured
in the Fall Service Directory,
please call Jill or Julie at 753-1916

Appliances
GRANDFATHER
Clocks custom made
by local craftsman
using local hardwoods,
walnut, cherry, or oak
270-761-3408

Large Selection

USED

APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins

HD Televisions
Come by 500 N. 4th St.
& see our large selection of HD televisions.
DLP, LCD. Plasma, &
Rear
Projection.
Brands
include
Toshiba. JVC, LG.
Zenith & Sanyo. We
also carry TV carts &
Entertainment Centers.
Financing available .
No payments. no interest until January 07.
For more info call
E3easley's 759-0901

Mobile Hogs Lots For Sim
COMPLETELY set up
1/2 acre. $11,500 753
6012

on the square

RILEY'S USED FURNITURE
Open Mon-Fn. 9-5; Sat, 9-2
641N. 2 miles on right
We buy and sell good used furniture
753-8501

753-1713

MOTORCYCLE, he)
mets, jackets, boots, &
saddlebags.
Jerry's
Sporting Goods irk
Mayfield. (270)2474704

2005 CLOSE OUTS
Songlewides
and
Doublewides - Buy
today
and
save
$1,000's WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today
at 731-642-6438
113 Century mobile
home. 270-705-9630
11 Repos left. Must be
moved by December
15th! Hurry 1/2 proce
sale!! 731-584-4926

FIREWOOD $50 a rock
(270)527-8368

38R 28A Unbelievable
'$13,6951 Hurry 1 only!'
731-584-9430
AWESOME 28x80 48R
3BA $39,900! Lot
model only! Call now!
NEW and used pianos. 731-584-9109
Great Christmas gift, REDUCED:
3B8
Piano
service. mobile home and lot,
(270)437-4432
$14,500. 753-6012

SCRAPBOOKING &
journaling
supplies:
albums, cutting tools,
page protectors, photo
mounting paper &
stickers. Discount on
Call
items
all
(270)761-3574
WHITE satin wedding
capped
dress
w
sleeves, size 16, $203
Call
270-753-6909
after 5PM

III II II,' \ I I ii o 1.1 o III

SINGLE AND DOU
BLEWIDES - Bring
your deed - That's all
you need - New Used
and Repo's - Call today
at 731-642-6447.

2BR 1 bath on 1/2 acre
ot Very clean, yard
mowing
included
$300/mo + deposit No
inside pets (270)6236314

TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
Bedrooms
and
2
Baths? Both pnced in
the 550's.Call 731642-6438 today!!

NICE 2BR
753-9866

No pets

Mobile Mane Lots For Rent
LOTS for rent
9866

753-

320

Homes For Rent
1999 Champion 16x60
No pets. 2BR. IBA. 2
1/2 ml 94 East. $375
plus deposit. 270-2931837, 270-753-7975
LARGE
3BR,2BA
$295 753-6012

Apartments For Rent
1 and 2 BR furnished
apts. Coleman RE 7594118
1 BR 1 year old no
pets $300
deposit (205)361-4763
(334)419-6066

Meet the Babies
of 2005!
Share your precious new
arrival by submitting
a photo ofyour
baby born in 2005.

ACTUAL SIZE OF SPACE

I.

Warehouse Utility Position

RABIES'OF /00C FORM

Picking & Processing Orders, Receiving &
Unloading, Inventory Maintenance, Forklift
Experience, Valid driver's License. Light to
Moderate Lifting, Computer Skills, Self
Motivated/enerietic. Competitive wages &
benefits!
Send resume to:

GIRL

BOY

Nicholas Cole Cansler

NAME OF CHILD

P.O. Box 123
Almo, KY 42020
Pharmacist opening:

January 22, 2005
8 lbs. 9 07 • 20Nick & Slone Cansler

Date of Birth:

Tired of working evenings, nights. weekends, and hol
',clays? Join the team where you can put your skills ic

Send $10 payment, photo,
name of baby, date of birth,
weight & length, parents' names*
and self-addressed
stamped envelope to:

Weight:

;York during hours that fit a normal lifestyle
With over 550 locations in 48 states, Rotech
Healthcare Inc . one of the nation's leading providers
of home respiratory equipment and services, is looking for a Pharmacist that wants to make a difference
and still enjoy their felinity time

Length:
Name of
Parents:

Pulrnodose is our marl order Pharmacy in Murray,
Kentucky We are looking for an energetic and goal
driven individual to add to our team of pharmacists

Murray Ledger & Times
Babies 2005
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

SPecializIng in respiratorrinhalation prescnptions
Great working environment with the Most modern
facilities and technologies. Wonderful location to
work, live, raise a ramify and enjoy life

and Experience
Bachelors Degrewfbarm.D degree from an accredr

Education

ed college of Pharmacy or successful completion of
the Foreign Pharmacy Graduate qualification examination Administered by the National Associafion of
Boards of Pharmacy (NABP)
One year experience in retail or mail order phanhaor
is rs..-11,trsK1
Enloy reasonable hours and have a
thriving career Call us today at
270.759 8889 or email your
resume to dana.baldwin Q rotech.com

Name

Phone.

• no other information will he listed
60

a

Publication Date: 1/16/06
Deadline to submit photo and information: 1/10/06
For more information, call
Jill Stephens or Julie Brown at 753-1916

%turn', Ledger & Times

CLASSIFIEDS

Saturday, Dec*saber 17, MOS • 311

Merr1/9
4 Cliristmas
in one eas9 step!
V siggiels„._
trassratratl% 461,61.
'
44,
mow
.teanw.

i
'
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EDGERGITIMES

Wishing only the best
for our readers,
advertisers,
& patrons this
holiday season.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

I

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m..6
p.m. to 4 p.m.

1 bedroom, 1 bath
2 bedroom. 2 bath
All appliances furnished NO PETS0
Venture Property Mgt
767-9111
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109
1, 2. 3 apts. 753-1252
or 753-0606
1,2, & 38R apts. available Please call 7538221
.1BR 1 bath washer &
dryer, $335
•28R. 1 Bath apt. kt,
appliances, w/d. $425
•18R. 1 bath. with
study, w/d, $350
753-7559
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444
1BR some utilities paid,
no pets $240 7679037
1BR. 1 bath, near
downtown, deposit and
references required
293-8462
1BR. all appliances.
Oaks Apts starting at
$250 Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR, low utilities, no
lease required. $225
month no pets 7533949
1BR-48R apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR, central gas heat,
central air $275 and
up. some with new carpet Coleman RE 7594118
3 or 4 BR duplex. 1.650
sq. ft , 1 car garage, all
appliances, $740
1BR, all appliances,
$325
1 year lease, no pets
753-4937. 753-1951
611 Bailey Rd. 2 bedbath.
room, 1-1/2
Storage space. all
appliances, washer,
dryer. $450 month.
Deposit, 1 year lease
753-4108
MSUf
TO
WALK
Affordable 1 bedroom
apartments including
basic kitchen appliances and lovely covarea.
picnic
ered
$275lmo _unfurnished
$325mo nicely furnished. 762-0991 or
c5o,11A4

Extended stay Rooms
available all furnished.
all utilities, water, electnc, phone arid cable
included. Access to
pool & fitness room.
$400/month.
$150
deposit. Singles for
$350 and up plus
deposit. Call for information.
(270)7538407.
FORREST
View
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St., now accepting
applications for: 1 br
apt, basic rent $330/
month.
2
BR
Townhouse, basic rent
$360.00. Call 7531970. Leave Message
LARGE 28R duplex All
appliancea
831
Glendale Rd $450
month 759-5885. 2937085
LARGE duplex 2-48R,
1.5BA with garage. sun
porch 489-2195
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
I BR $29000
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NEWLY built 2BR 2BA.
Close to university.
QUIET area. Water and
garbage pickup included. Washer arid dryer
$550 per month 7532225. 759-1509
NICE 2I3R duplex 7537457 or 436-6357
NICE large 1BR furnished ($3851 or unfur
nished ($335) Alf appliances including washer
and dryer. 759-5885.
293-7085
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
7534668.
SMALL 1BR, no pets,
water paid. 753-5980
VERY roomy, 2br.
2 bath. garage, C/H/A.
All appliances, 1 year
lease. 1 month deposit.
no pets 753-2905

1BR. use of common
Utilities furareas
nished
Near MSU
Coleman RE
7539898

NEMER"
NI STORAGE
Un
Available
.Now Have
Climate Control

"We Specialize in Cleaning'.

WARD ELKINS

Free estimates. Call
767-0958 arid 270519-8570

VOUR GREETING WILL INCLUDE PULL
COLOR!
Call Jill Stephens and Julie Brown at

753-1916
to place your Christmas Greeting Ad today.
Publish Date: Thursday, December 22
Deadline: Monday, December 19 at 5PM
140
ikons For RIM
1489 Lawson
Rd
Stella 4-Bedroom, 2br
upstairs,
1 -bath
$400 00 rentr$400 00
Deposit.
Reference
required. (270)2475787

R

em For Sais

HORSE stalls with
turnout for rent 2-1/2
miles from Expo 270293-6383
HORSES. Kid broke,
great for Christmas
753-3536

2BR, $265/mo. 38R,
$495/mo. 978-0742
3BR, 2 bath, Camelot
Subdivision. Available
immediately.
$695
month. (270)435-4602,
293-4602
MODERN 3 bedroom,
2 bath, bock. gas heat,
pasture and barn for
horses On Swann
Road, 2-1/2 miles
Southwest of Lynn
Grove
Available
January 1rst 435-4372
(night.)

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

-J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Incriroi at 720 S. 4th St.
270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536

PREMIER
MINtSTORAGE
•inside climate control
storage
*Security alam
.Safe & clean
*We sell boxesl
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
370
Proc.
For Sake
PARIS, TN Best lout
ton, court square, west
side 2 story. 2.500
floor
per
sq.ft
(270)489-2116 leave
message.

Ig

oi Prop. For Beni

1-285 acres Owne
inancing
available
(270)489-2116 leave
message
1BR duplex, excellent
investment opportunity
can be residential or
commercial Available
todayl Call Grey's
Properties 293-8462
TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units Excellent
income -producer
$125,000. 270-7534109. 270-227-1545

AUTO sales/clean up
shop for rent 510 S
4th $500 a month Call
502-228-4633
COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3,000 sq. ft
restrooms,
C/G/H,
of
plenty
parking.
excellent location near
judicial building. 404 N
4th St. complex. 7593772.
VERY large warehouse
on approximately 3
acres Office space. 2
bathrooms, equipped
with gas heat, air
hookup, steel hoist
beam, great lighting,
extra large overhead
doors. excellent location Call 753-2905 or
293-8595
& Stipples
AKC Golden Retriever
puppets 293-5423

*MI Size

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
SHIBA 'nu male pup. 6
months ofd. $50 Shihtzu
$350
pups.

1111110111141109

TOBACCO land and
barn for rent 489-2116

'03 H-D Sportster XL
1200
100th
Anniversary 7,4xx mi,
great
condition,
chrome
extras
(270)748-7332
2002 Yamaha Big Bear
400 4x4 $2,500 2270906

n

ese Olkeed

ANDRUS Excavating
*Certified septic
installation
*Custom dozer
backhoe service
*Ponds
•Dnveways
*Insured
753-9503, 978-0343
APPUANCE REPAIR
svice 4 PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

AUTRY
ROOFING

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

2000 Yamaha Breeze
RANCH Style House &
C & C Renovaien and
4-wheeler,
125cc
10.5 acres, 1 mile from
Remodeling
excellent
condition
SW school 3 bed- garage kept
We care about your
rooms. 2 full baths. Honda
home Home repairs
XR80 dirt bike.
30x40 heated shop, 4 $500
additions decks roof489-2129, 752stall horse barn, 22x40 4712
ing, floor covering
equipment
shed,
landscaping, siding
$224,900 Shown by
FREE ESTIMATES*"
'WOW Cars
appointment 753-9212. [
'Call (270)753-1499 or
753-3992
(731)247-5464
1984 El Camino SS
tcrobertson wk net
75,000 miles, loaded
0f4,1 HANDYMAN
RD Tilt Cruise
We do all the odd lobs
AM/FM cassette. 2nd
you don't have time
owner $3.000 OBO
12 wooded acres in
for
•8
piece
drum
set
Calloway
County.
293-5438
$250.00
Call
OBO
Owner
sell
says
753-8674 night before
Mill
$35.000
Red
9-00 pm or 753-0212
Realty 270-924-4112
Num,& Din o
day 8:00-4 00
Residential A(ommen
211 ear. e‘perienci
Yrs
Free estimates.

USW

112111

1523 Oxford Drive
48R. 38A, 2 story on
large
corner
lot
$159.900. Call Kim
Baker at 1-502-7535251

FOR SALE
OR RENT:
20 beautiful acres.
House close to
Murray.
753-9075,
227-;.19

707 South 12th Street
South Center 1,200
sq.ft , 710 sq ft 7531252. 753-0606

SUNKEN fireplace, sun
room, rec room, living
area with formal dining.
4 bedrooms. 2 5 baths.
tile floors, hardwood,
interior brick wall, one
owner, bnck ranch.
exclusive to CENTURY
21
Loretta
Jobs
Realtors.
(broker
owned) 753-1492

FOUR bedrooms, 25
baths, dining room,
family
kitchen-den,
room, study, one owner
home, just now on the
market Could be sold
in 24 hours of this ad,
so call now 753-1492
CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors
HOUSES for ukt in
newly developed subdivision Pick the lot
and house plan of your
choice and we build it
Houses
start
at
$70.000 for 1.200
square feet Pay after
completion
(3
months). Brian 9781323.
OWNER will pay 3% of
your dosing costs on
this two bedroom brick
with central heat and
air, hardwood floors in
bedrooms,
dining
room. and Nving MOT.
If you are • teacher,
firefighter,
nurse,
pi:Memnon, seller will
closing
costs and you can
even be eligible tor a
100% loan CENTURY
21
Loretta
Jobs
Realtors,
270-7531492 We also have
three bedrooms available for purchaser with
sons conons.

FORD Aerostar Chevy
extended cab 270705-9630
Used Trucks
05 Chevy Colorado
°xi cab LS Sport pack,
2.800 mi. $18,500
'02 650 Yamaha V-Star
Classic Many extras.
$5,000
'04 Sonia), Heritage
Black/smokey
gold.
lots of extras. $18,500
'90 Ford F-150 XL. 5.0
auto. needs trans work.
$1.950 753-2751

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
Out garages gutters
gunk & tree work
492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roots, all types 29
years expenence Call
Carters.
A to B Moving Local
and long distance
moves Call Bnan at
270-705-4156
A-1 Affordable Gutter
Cleaning Cleaning out
sheds, iunk clean up
436-2867
A-1 Joe Lamb't Tree
Service
Complete
removal. trimming, etc
13 years experience
436-217

Calloway
Trash Serviie

226-0505
ELECTRICIAN
New Const 'Remodel
or trouble Lic and ins
w 30 yrs exp Call
753-7091
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal
stump grirAng, firewood Insured 4892839

David Borders
(2791 527-7176 or 42711 2934039

FREE PALLETS
Loading Dock of

LOWEST PRICE
•RELIABLE
II RATES AS LOW V.
I 54.40
761-3740 2/3-4045

Murray

Ledger & Times
First Come • First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

Horoscope

bV lamas,War

HAPPV
BIRTHDAY
for
Monday. Dec. 19. 2005:
Often, confusion surrounds your

make you a sure winner Tonight
As you wish
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
communications.
Sometimes *** Listen well to what is being
you will have to sleuth through shared Take your time making a
what people really mean. decision Keep talking and sharing. Your perspective could
Reading between the lines change
distinctly it you allow othbecomes a strength. Finding ers to give you feedback Are
ways to verify your ideas could you inspired in your lee It not.
be important. Sometimes, every- make adjustments Tonight Take
thing happens all at once, which some daydreaming time
could be overwhelming, espe- UBFIA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
cially concerning people and ***** Gather the troops
your long-term goals. If you are (your supporters) and head
single. he hack and allow others down the appropnate path You
will find that others work with you
to demonstrate their true colors.
-- finally Let the creativity flourYou will get a better read on a ish, your imagination
points to a
situation this way. If you are new direction Tonight Ever
attached, travel could enhance playful.
your bond. Also learn not (4. SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
judge. LEO helps you blaze a *** You might feel pushed by
someone, and reasonably so
new trail.
Take the lead in a situation that
The Stars Shoo the Kind of involves your reputation You are
Day You'll Have: 5-L.) namic: on top of your game. though you
might have a little too much
4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so:
energy for others to handle
I -Difficult
Tonight Could be a late night

ARIES(March 21 -April 19)
**** Build on an important
bond. Your playfulness comes
out. You will feel that you need to
make a choice, you really don't.
Understand your limits more
clearly, and you will be much
happier as a result Tonight- You
feel pulled between fnendship
and love A child might be
involved
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You come from a secure
point of view Evaluate what you
want to do You will be able to
mobilize the support of others it
you agree with or affirm their
opinions a bit more. Give someone the space to express his or
her wild ideas. You can and
probably should play devil's
advocate. Tonight: Happy at
home,
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Express exactly what
you think and feel. The ability to
free-associate or be imaginative
could take you down a new path.
whether you are ready or not
Listen to others, as they could
add to your moment Tonight
Catch up on others' news
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** A money nsk might not
be the best, but is very tempting
A yellow alert flashes with money
and love. Be very careful before
stepping into high-nsk areas
Play the day conservatively. You
might not see an association
clearly. Tonight: Stretch your
budget
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Jump over a barner or
two, and you will have a lot to
Smile about, as you will see
Sometimes others act up in confusing ways. Your sense of direction and magnetic personality

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Work on gaining a longterm perspective before jumping
You are subject to tautly information or gossip You need to get
the facts Seek out news React
between the lines and note what
is not being said Tonight Stop
and rent a movie on the way
home
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Money is always a prime
issue. especially if you feel as it it
is vanishing Friends mean well
but could give faulty advice An
associate could feel like he or
she is right Let this person
sound off. if nothing else
Tonight Let someone else treat
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You might be confusing a situation far more than you
need to Think in terms of clarity.
and perhaps let others make the
final decision You're full of ideas,
but working them into a practical
framework might be someone
else's skill Tonight Be easygoing
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Your imagination and sensitivities could distract you from
what is important Be careful to
focus and concentrate You also
might want to schedule some
dream time You cannot suppress an innate charactensec
like this Tonight Dream away
while taking a walk

BORN TODAY
Singer Phil Ochs 11940). actress
Cicely Tyson (1933). singer
Janie Fncke (1952)
•••

Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.jacquelinebrgar.COM.

N'ESSENTIAL DAY 5PA

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
*For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•Intenor & Extenor
-Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors shutters
•No job too small
•Free estimates
753-8858
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for 2006
Lawn Services.

Refrigerator
TRUCKLOAD SALII
MURRAY
APPLIANCE

Affordable pricing.

492-8192
LAM
LAWN SERVICE
Leaf mulching &
removal. chrub &
tree ttimming
Call 753-1816
or 227-0611

212 East Main St. • 753-15116

I.

A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling additions
porches. decks, sun
rooms, vinyl siding.
mobile home repair.
sagging floors. termite
& water damage Larry
Nemo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353

eeiserl &dog Finums 462146,14moi
•Bna •All Evened C1sums
*Acid Clarias Ave***
.r H.a Wawa 4erreare LArai Drne,...,•

SIMIANS'S Catpentry
& -Handymen wait.

Wish all of your customers, patrons and friends a
Merry Christmas without buying the cards, writing the
notes, licking the envelopes, and getting the stamps.

Murray Ledger & Times

cr

WE SERVICE

Just compare...
save money & time!

From: The staff of the

David's Cleaning
Services

ritemCei

$100 OFF
Milk! k
/NA ‘‘ill•G. III
t mums,. ILI

Your C./mace Auto'
Collelest Deductible.
Receive $100 off your deductible
ownedletely and you Weld
quedifilor $100 oft each yew
up to $500 total

I.

Thurmond
01016.111ANCIN
'71. 1.

DIVIFTTIIIIIPKTI
bA.RRsov sof

Calor Info: 762.1030

a

ENTERTAINMENT
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TV Listings Sunday,DceL
SUNDAY MORNING

‘Rtele.

A BCD 6:00 6:30 7.00 730
WARN-A9C 2 2
Pgrws
Good Amine
ff
MAIL 3 3 3
Camp- iCescov- Good leorelng
SWANK 4 4
Chinon 4 liras Toy-Sundey
WTO-C1111 5 5
Were X
MONK 6 6 6 6 Wall SI WIToday inStereo)
41/1111JA1C 7 7
7 hid
Paid
WIIPTAI5 1 1
Cabo all Pup
K.85i-fos 9 9 2 3 Houle Liv Hope
YKITY4J1M110 17 11 30 Peid
Paid
SP/S-CBS 12 12 12 12 firesides!Show
SIGN
16 31 9 10 Chang- Ansion

David

iNSP

Fredendi Price

17 63 30

R.

in

Arthur

Ana-

Wm-

Broadest Show
Uttle WI OhmsFloyd

WIWU-RIS 21 21 5 11 Thomas Cliff Pup Seams Street I
WDKAW11 22 16 10
Paid
Chapel in
Ubertys
ESPN
24 29 26 I SportsC- SportsCanter X NFL
OM 25 30 25
Gun Dog OutGM Wild
Wild
MTV
- 21 * 27 24Nesidrq Oa Band 3 Bind
Band
TNT

a 27 X

TLC

29 41 41

LIFE

X 52 31

USA
AMC

32 51 111
34 5629

AU
AM
NICK
MGT/
SPIKE
WTEIS
TOON
COURT
BET

800

9:00

830

ComerrioneI

Nano

WNW Church
Septet Chtirdi
Fox NFL Sundry
WOO- 1011.21"
NFL Today l.ive)

Home Videos
Delver- JoAnne Nike
Arthur Euro- Co

Jewish

Whitetail Ativen- Out-

Get Wild Sports- LOffshore ATPA Car
Band
Band
Making Me Band 3 True UN
4
14111wIns,ilrgAg411Walm
"Jrarenr(1995,Fuer*
****'The Maid alar111111.FaMild. \fillk•
pig
pig
Paid
Trading Spaces
Paid
While You Out
What Not to Weer !Whet Not to Wow
31 Paid
Paid
Robert Schuller Paid
Paid
Golden Diraridttg Our AWAris
lignil
5 Paid
Paid
Paid
!Paid
War 'Three Mai Gine (200S)2
PGA Tour Sunday Law & Order SVU
Band

Band

Kong

Ful Hes. Fug Hee

Avatar

Olsen

Wen

AM
NICK

43 36 18
Plants
14 33 30 23 Pald

Land-

Yard

JCsxb

Queer

HON

Car

Weep- jxtr.ms Trucks!

**Ii"%de GOMICIMIITMIHNIs
Lazio
Grti
Grim
Them Juniper
Paid
Paid
NYPO Blue
Paid
Paid
Video Gospel
lift Every Voice New Orleans

Paid

Paid

Dream

Spaces LandStooges Stooges Amazing Video

52 26 21 13\MIMI eiliemaing
65 32 50
Alomic Arni

***"Ka el Lamar(2001)Meg Ryat
Coden- Coders- Foster
Cartoon *Hits

66 61
67 39

Paid

Paid

Paid

Paid

Paid

Paid

70 34
611 71 51

11.448 Look Now

MAX

72 54
71 73 52

Mos* Lae ofthe DcgmenI Oho*:"Dying Young"(1%1)

DISH

78 31 57

FUX

16

N902

26

Bobby Jones

Insider

Top 20 Countdown

Inside the NFL 1 Utesto- Anchorman- Legend of Ace

Produc- U.S Women's Soccer Teem
* -VAile Naar(2005)PG-1311-in a Dale

Movie PwfectSc

** "Godsand"(20)4)'PG-13' X Movie:
Sexy at Weeping Cared
Koala
Higgly E
JoJo
I Dood- Charlie jWiggles Lilo
11.110
I Whis- I Dragon "Maggie
'*(1993)PG'
Movie Mot*
Moviec *"Moor(1994)X Movie **a 'The Honey Poe(1967)
Movie Shattered 1Movie: -in Atnerica"(2032) X King
*,-.• -Emote Records"[Movie: "Aiong Came

parg

SUNDAY AFTERNOON

A- CHARTER,B- Alt RRA1 ELECTRIC,C- MEDIACOM. D- GALAXY
12:00 I 12:30 1:00
1:30
2:00 j 2:30
3:00
3:30 , 400
4:30
5 00
5 30
600
6.30
weilkABC Paid
Paid
' Paid
. Sports Honors
Paid
Golf: Three-Tour Challenge
News
Once Upon
WSLABC Basket- Chrysler Paid
Paid
Sounds-Season Gott Three-Tour Chalienge
News ABC
Cncs Upon
*SANK Paid
Motorcycle Racing
Kurt Browning's Gotta Skate(N)
PGA in Review
News NBC
Darr* NBC X
VW-CBS aka*** 11*Plasdo"(19e8)
ISIding It
NFL FootbaN Cincinnati Bengals at Detroit Uons (Lee)X 60!InuresI
IPSO-NBC Paid
Motorcycle Racing
'PGA in Review
Kurt Brovning's Gotta Skate (N)
News X NBC
Denim NBC X
ltS6J-013C *Ms:"An At Dogs Chablillir GEC NBA
linfn-FOS 19 30) Favorites
KIISI-Fos NFL Football: Regional Coverage

;Paid

Golf: Three-Tour Challenge

News Onco
Favorites
NFL Football Dallas Cowboys at Washington Redskns I Postganw Show
Hi-Tech Toys
Girls
Girls
Access H'wood 24 In Stereo:
ABC

1VOTY-Ufli Animal Animal Safari Missing !Wild & Wacky
XFVS-C83 NFL Football San Diego Chargers at Indianapolis Colts 1r. NFL Postgame I Skiing X
News X !News 60 Minutes
WON
Mavis: At** TIMM Ni,Woke((1990, Western) Keen Costner
HomeTearn
Maximum Exp.
Home Videos
NSP
Bill
Fellow- IBreecthrough P Word IJakes Frazier Family
Coral Ridge Hour Relig
Turning Church MisWIMP% Foreign KMEA Kentucky State Marching Band Championships X
This Old Nous
Work- Garden Keep Up SUMMer
1010-88 King
King IMy Wife Bernie Just
Just
Healthy Paid
What
"SamentAt An homiest Git Harry'
ESPN
PBA Bowling
Billiards
Billiards
Billiards Billiards
Billiards
Sports- NFL
ESPN2 Figure Skating NHK Trophy
Timber Timber Timber limber Timbersport
Series of Poker
MW
TrueLife True Lite
True Life
ETrueLife Next
Next
Next
Next
Next
Next
Next
Next
-TNT
Illeva: The Lord ot ffie Rings The Feibirsh4o of eke Rkig X Movie:***/
1
2"The Lott'of rie Rings. The Two Taws"(2(02)EaphVilcod,
C
What Not to Wear What Not to Wear What Not to Wear What Not to Wear What Not to Wear ' What Not to Wee iWhat Not to Wear
UFE
Walt And Oror Murder X liovis: **'.1 "111We C4eancier(2002 Drama)X 411ovie: -Les My Mother Tot Me"" Hunan HAWK"

AKE
FAM
NICK
HGTV
SPIKE
1,
1TBS
TOON

Law & Order SVU ilaw & Order: SVU Law & Order: SVU Law & Order: SVU Law & Order. SVU'Law & Order SVU iLaw & Order SVU
Most.*** Teeth Wish (1074)11 Movie:* "Dead) Wen A'(1982)'Ft
Movie'. **s',
on the Fourth ot
ORM H'
Moyle:**/
1
2'Poke Break"(1991)
Sell
Sell
Move
Sell
Design Sell
'Flip This House Cold Case Files
FullHse ** "To Grandmothers House We Go Rudolph and Frosty's Claistrias in July Movie: lImed Grno1 Stole Chnstmas"MOO)
NickWen Mien
Nick- NickNickNickNickNickNickAmanda Drake School Unfab
Want
Kitchen Home ;Design- Design Week- Design- Cash
White House
Meat Reno- ,Week- House
Spike TV s Video Game Awards 2005 MXC In Stern:
Movie: ** "Kickboxer"11989)
Wait*'The Mod Squat:FON*
ANN *** "Horne Alone'(1990) X Movie:*** -Jerry Magere"(1996) Tan Guise X
Movie The Truman Show"(111110)
Coden- ICartoon Save Chnstmas Atomic Betty
Grandma-Run
j Poke- Poke- Yu Gi Yu Cer Foster Dino-

SPIKE

Paid

WTBS

52 28 21 13 Saved-

Saved- -Saved-

OON

70 34

(5-00: CMT Music

MO 71 51
Hi 72 54
XII 73 52

SHOW
0191

78 31 57

FUX

103

11002

161

1- CH 1RTER, B- NW RR Al FLE('TRIC C- NIEDIACONL D- GALAXY I
10:00 I 10:30 11:00 I 11.30 12:00 12)30
News
Sports ER -The Student' X Extra On Slereol

Seinield
WSMV-NBC Brokaw Rep.
at
Lirpoon's Charles Vaation" News
Sports
VITVE-CBS Cold Case In Stereo) Malik /he Chorines Blessing"(2005)
News 11- Spate
WPSD-NBC Brokaw Rep.
*5 '14ational Larpoon's Chnstnes Vaceron" News A Insider
WB13.1-ABC
Housewives
Onoe Upon
'Grey's Anatomy I News
Seinteld

CS: Crime Scn
Paid

Land-

EM. Tonight
Sports

News

Allis The Coup X
CSI: Crime Scn
Homes Gardens The Entertainers(N)

24 iln Stereo)
CSI: Crime Son
VMPT-PIX Nature (In Stereo: A Masterpiece Theatre The Lost Prwe' A Favorites
filesWpiece Theatre
KBSI-For Simp- !Wm
Family !Amer Dad 70s Show 70s Show Let's Go Paid
Sex
WIN
Seal
WIN
WOTY-UPN
.*5% A1 Doge Gs Waien"(1910)iNews IDe Vinci's Inquest Monti It In Stereo) Cheaters In Stereo) Paid
KFVS-C16 Cold Case In Stereo) Malt Ills Chderses aleseng"(2005)
News
WASH MA511 Ds Vinci's Inquest A ER X
WW1
24 In Stereo)I
21 (In Stereo)I
Replay Sex &
Becker 1 Maximum Exposure Horne Videos
ASP
In Touch X
King Is !Voice
Van knpe IP Stone Op. Smile Church Love
Midnight
Fellow- Keys

LNeWI

111011.1-PBS Time- !Served litesterpiece Theatre The Lost Prince"I America Bookciub Religion Dragon
WDKA-W8
*Alm /he Wizard010z"(1930)
ISrnalivihe "Nocturne" Star Trek: Enterprise Alias'The Coup'I
ESPN
NFL
NFL Footbell Atlanta Falcons at Chicago Bears pirel I
SportsCenter (Live)
ESPI42
Series of Poker
Series of Poker
Series of Poker
Series of Poker
Series of Polar

AMC
ALE
FMK
NICK
HGTV
SPIKE
WTBS
ICON
COURT
BET
MTV
HBO
MAX
SHOW
DISh
FUX

Girl-

NFL. Primetime

One L116 to Live
News lams PassionsI
Iff14E-C33 Y & P TO of the Town !Bold
11PSDABC Dins of ow Lives PassionsI
ININK4X All My Children I One Lae to Live

111FTRIS Bream- Lions
OWN Brown Brown
Enter- HollyKM-CLIS News X Bold
ASP

WION-F95 Child
Abuse Berens- Shrinks
16014-111 My Wife Drew
Jerry Springer
ESPN
SportsCenterl Century !NFL
ESPN2 iii 00) NFL Monday Ouartsrbeck
IVY
TNT
C

Made -Soccer"
Judging Amy A

Made (In Stereo)
Law 8 Order/

Younger Baby
Unsoned Myst.

Baby

Row

Cosby

I Cope" Cops
CopsI 1The Investigators
1 30)BETs Weekend Inspiration
&Meet Men
Anchormen

Total Access
The Sopranos a

In the thomeM

Al Raker hives

Cops X

Cope X

-H—l
Insi
er Top 20 Countdown

Moe* *14 "Emit The

12C1041 Robert Klein
'Whiz Noree1201:6) Best Sex Best Sex
Sleeper Cell Hijack Youmud Din IC
Masan of Horror
So Raven Lle
lier Palle SOlhe Drarnirt Suite Ufa Suite Lite 7-Naturally Pb.
*Me "Disteloiw Conroy 11' NAIR *at Teeperalli Nag"(19901 W
ititit "Pet
PM *Mr ***4'War Am'(2033)
Steeper Cal 'Haack Youmud Din (kir If

C0901 C0P61E
MAWMiddle Sew

Welt

1:=1117 33:
1. Al

Am**** In Good Cowry"(2004) X

Family

[King

iCosies NOW

....6i ....... I )4111I6'

Lazy-

Max

Room

Room

Counky Design- Clever

Summer Olympic Games in Amens

3.00

3.30 , 4:00
5:00
4:30
Judge J. News News News
General Hospital Tyra Banks Show Moral Wawa News
Days of our Lives Dr. Phi
News
• Oprah WIrasy
Guiding Light I As World Turns NewsIEdition News X
Edition Insider Dr. Phil
General Hospital Dr. Phil

Million- News
Oprah Winfrri 1 News
Jeop-

Foster
BET

Artworks
Em-

Baby

Mess

Bed

Disco* Steeiroots

5:30 6:00 j 6:30
ABC
I News 1Fortune
ABC

NewsI Enter-

NBC

News

News

News I.

NBC

News .11 :Fortune
News ;Fortune

ABC

Arthur

Zoom A News-Lehrw

70s

lealcoim King Hill SnipRay
Holly- HO

Yes
News

News

NewsI Ray-

Home

Home

Home Videos

‘9,09-

Hags. Ills-

Cerullo

Zoom I Post-

Cybw- Maya
Witold Dragon GED
Busi- Nrirre-Unrer
Feud
Feud
PAS- Coconut Coconut Cybur- My WIN Bemis Home IGrtfrith
lull 10 NFLPflmstirrr.I Burning Horn
inter- SportsCanter Live) A
CountdSeries of Poker Series of Poker Series of Poker Holly- Franldy *Weibel
ChM
Chid- Room Room TRL Tr_
Sweet Sweet Sweet Sweet
Lao a Order A
Clean Sweep

Mies On Sremoi I Charmed A
Trading Spices While You Out

USA
AMC
A&E
FAM

Family

Family

NICK

Go

Lazy-

WTBS

Boy
- Gilmore Gins!
Fulliise Feline Ground- Ground
Robot
Sponge
Sponge
Sponge
Sponge Drake
OW*
Mission Design Design Design- Painted U.Clever Homes
Star Trek Gen.
Star Trek Gen,
Star Trek Gen.
Maximum Exp.
Draw
iTes
Yes
Home Home
Herne/ HenieY Drew

TOON

Lazio

HGTV

Decorst- Sensi-

SPIKE

Deep Space 9

Co* lenelY1
Foster Foster
COURT Both Sides
I3ET
BET Now
Music

R0Y

Lazio

Lazio

Lazio Fairer Totally
Nancy Grace: Closing Arguments

Music
Insider Country I COAT Music

Music

Rap City-Bess

Yu GI

Law 8 Order

Chinned
Martha(Nil

7th Heaven X
Grown

Phan-

Santa Claus
°Wooer- Neutron

Week-

Lend-

Curb

House

Police Videos

CS: Crime Seri
Sainted &enfold,RayRey-

Coders- Lyoko

Catherine Crier
The Road Show

Lyoko
NYPO Blue

Foster GrandCops! Cops
1061 Put:Top 10 live
Johnlid Moment
Dukes of Hazzard

fillorit *4 Son of he Mast ki*L2 'Erght Legged Freaks" Movie: "The Gelesthe Cater(2C05)X Movie: "Fater ofthe Ste099111
(11:50) Me* "The Enforcer" Movie:* 'Firestomi"(1998) Movie:"Pubk Enemy No. r Movie:*I,* Independence Day (t996) PG-13'
lode: AmvorksI Movie: "Super Sae Me" X 1110VIO: **A "The tilendamen Cendidne"(2004) Moyle: *** "Cnntson Tide"(1995)it
Mouse Lilo
Niggly Jo.lo
Prid
Phil
Phil
!Phil
Kim
(Raven Sister !Phil
Raven Raven
111-55) Movie:** 'Bingo" libels: "Cooleytegh"(1975) Movie:'Trey Al"Demitc(1991) Movie: *lir* "The Big Knife"(1955)X
Movie Illovle:
"Spangistr(20041 X
Movie: *4'7 "Everybocks Ad-Arrwitcan"(1968) Nevis: 'Right al The Phoenix"(2004)

FUX

MONDAY EVENING

.A. CHARTER, B- MURRAY ELECTRIC.t 1EDIAC014, D- GALAX1
7:00 I 7:30 I 8:00
8:30 I 9-00 , 9:30 I 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 I 12:30
YARN-ABC Monday Night Live NFL Football: Green Bay Peckers at Baltimore Ravens
News
Nightline Jimmy Kimmel Live
WSIL-ABC Wife Swap In Stereo) NFL Food* Green Bay Packers at Baltimore Ravens A
NewsI Nightline Untold Seinteld
WSMV-NBC Deal or No Del! 2005 Radio Music Awards (In Stereo !Nei News
Tonight Show
Late Night
Ilan Call

Linvr--cst

King
How I Met Two Men Practice
News X Late Show
Miemi(N)
WPSD4AC Duel or No Diel
2006 Radio Music /words (In Stereo Lree) NewsI Tonight Show
WSJ-ABC Children's Hospital NFL Foothill Green Bay Packers at Baltimore Ravens X
News
WIIPT-PBS Antiques Romishow Crnae43eknont
News
Chanticleer
Slimed Scully
KBSI-For Arrested Amsted Ninny 911 (In Stereo) 70s Show Malcolm SaneFrasier King

WOTV-OP14 Chris
One
Friends
News
GMHall
KEYS-CBS King
, How I Met Two Men Practice CSI: Miami (Ni
WGN
Home Videos
How Videos
WON News at Nine
NSF
Brtdirgh Schmitt- Today
Ufa Tod Your Day Love
WKIAU-PBS Kentudry Tonight Lost Empires
Frontline (In Siore0I
WOKA-W13 71h Heim
Relied (In Stereo) X Judge J Judge J.
ESPN
Countdown
Ileac*01 "Codenepalen (2006)X
dill

TLC

Mlle 17

Men-Memory

America Antiques Roadshow

Holcomb Missions FellowKy life

Rose-

Rose-

Series of Poker

College Basketball Indiana at Charlotte I The Season X
Miss 17 Purled Punk'd
ChalMai1ChelWanted ,N)
Law 8 Order
Without a Trace
Stories of ER

HollyLate Late Show
Late Night
114st Call
Nightline Jimmy Kimmel Live

Becker! Bente
Paid
oprali WinfreyI
Blind
Credit
Blind
Cheaters
News! Labe Show
Late lets Show
Friends
Sex &
Becker Ds Vinci's Inquest 3C Home Videos
News

Trauma: Lie

The
Feed
InspireOlmsted PC World Charlie Rose IN)
--+
Will
Sex &
Paid
Paid
SportsCenter (Live: NFL Live Fastbreak

HolyFreely X Games X Genies
Jackass Jackass Pimp
Pimp
Wanted!
The X-Flies
Stories of ER
Man-Mernory

Will
Will
Canto .04 kilo* WIrid Hsi Maris"(2005)1
G Palace TG Palace Nanny !Division
Law Order Cl
WWE Monday Night Raw: Tnbute
Mos* riskt "Antietam Ple 00011I
"Marten P1171
MAW elt *attar(OW SON thirs.110-13'X
Movie: ***'1 'Anhoone Fuller"(2002)Derek Luke,
"The Great SantiniFlip This House AlTeen Thrill 'Oilers X Aloe
Mode
Crossing Jordon X FIN This House X Teen Thrill Killers
lien* *.e% Non Meet /*New ltek11992) Whose? The 700 dub X
Videos Videos Paid
IPIl
I Sponge Phentom Full -he. iFresh Pr. RoseRoseRoseRoseRoseRoseRoe.
Row
In Attic Dream
House
Designed Buy Me Rezoned Design Dbi Take In Attic Drew
House
Designed
C31 Crime Son
CS1: CAIN Son
UFC Unleashed
UFC Unleashed
TNA IMPACT!
Blind
BIM

UFE
USA
AMC
ME

HGTV
SPIKE
CBS

Friends

Friends

Friends

Friends
Aid Tuna Grim

Family

Fared" \Write:*A
Futurame Family

kfraft.1111 "impIII Patif
Birdman nuyashe AicheGhost
COURT
Forensic North
The hivestigetors
The Investigators
Forensic North
131T
---IAA "A 1:01140211.11110 DrWerf20014
Were Priers in Color lin Color Jamie F. Pamis F. Cifirileview
_
WIN
Faith Hits Top 20 Countdown
Total Access
Dukes of Hazzard
In the Moment
CMT Music
HBO
Salm **11 "Shari Tale"(2004) Movie: "Siondimillar$11136) Family Bonds
Movie ittiramper-(21611)/N Real Se-xMAX
Mob:trti
(2034)PG-11 MAX Set Nair *** Imre(1086, Honor)1I7I licit Cortege'NET "Napoleon Drone"
SHOW
livAr cc 1Iw Good HoyMw12004)
se% "The Safety Ctirects"(2001) cc 'The Comedians or Comedy" Descend
Dish
.
Once tot.Chlorine Naturally Naturally Sister I-So Raven 1So Raven Phir
Kim
, Lizzie
So Raven
*Au^(Lor)w NW.** Vit Hope(Ini Axel
FLOC
R' Ms*:•-fr'n Ulm Osborne(1N6)
ISIS
qtaluttattl _Lao Sus lcur• lore leg*
~tar,Pal lIthPacino.
4
.0.0:
TOON

Grandma Orinch
The lewestigators

-

Ed, Edd

Cartoon
Power-Justice

a
dii
wi

54
In
Ic
Jo

Beelee

Thal Heal

Warns 'Wayne Jamie F. !Jamie F. 106 IPeit Top 10 Live

2.30

er

Deep SOK*9

Moe* cisHair(1997) Becker
Fos*
Nista Before

Jonah Vegge

Cal
Re'
w
for
59Ma
(rig

Dora
Painted

Ode:** I

Feile
NICK

Videos J Osteen Feed
Paid
IR
Fresh Pr Fresh Pr, RoseRoseRose
11 Wells Renoveln Buy Me Kitchen weisred Desimed Al Out Christmas
Designed Designed Ail Out Chrlsknas
Movie: cc 0 Icsibrelialte Crime Drama) Al Panne, Whale Pleat,
Amazing Video
SAND-Troops
Mind
is
Gum'(1004.Owns)Torn Hanks 11
***"r TomeiGlom"(114Olipalpi)Ton Nola
jAnier Ded Family
Ed, Edo Grim
Dinosaur Ledo
BoonStoker Aqui
Perfect Moues Lucy
Rose-

Full Has- Full Hes,

Dora

Medical Stories
redii-(2002) Movie *On die 2nd Veg ofChtfeense Golden Golden "Condor lard Joy"
* 'Timecop 2 The Nob Dookimellt NW Irk% "The Dead Pad"(19138) Moir ft* "DalyHwy'(1971)1
Law & Order: SVU
(11:45)MAIN '7he OreetSanthrPG' Moir tor', "Falk,in LOW"(19134)X Malin re "AtFind Siglif"(1999) Vii Kamer. PG-13' X
Cold Case Flies 24 On Stereo.: A 24 In Stereo)1 24 fin Stereo)I 24 In Stereo) It. Cold Case Files Cold Case Files

UFE

Whose? Videos

Series of Poker
Jackass Jackass True Inc In Stereo) Punk'd !Warning

Step

Back-

A- CHARTER,B- MURRAY ELECTRIC,C- MEDIACOM.0- GALAXY

As World Turns
News (In Stereo) lamium,PJ. K
Lite Tod Your
Trtitta Inspire- Mis-

WWI

Gilillefe Girls I

Dragon !Clifford Maya !PostMaury IN I
Fear Factor X
Starting Over X Enter- IYes
Guiding UghtI Ellen Show
Oprah Winfrey X
Da Vinci's Inquest Cosby Cosby **she Mueslis

Cosby

Home

Judging kily
NIA Not teliflesr

Blues-

Reeding Cyber- Shrinks Zoboo
The 700 Club 1 Paid
Cops
NewsI!House Missing Per-

NNW:cc "Hoar Itie &inch Stole Christmas"(2000)X

Purled

Cluerterbect
Mode 1In Semeol

living

Open Court

X- Alm YrWi X-Ray EWE

iSIL-A8C AA* Children

Zoey 101 News

'Chat-

Looney Ticide U

Krrpto

2.00

Lawl Order
Trauma: Life

Chat-

Cosby

In

SporteC-

limI

TNT

Next

Cosby

iJoJo IDood- Charlie Wiggles Koala
Christine iChanie
isA99les Niggly ,Em'The Flaw or The Pink Panther" "Revenge cA BeFest Parlor' MovIe: "Farewell to The King"(1989)
b *Ow
Movie Movie:"Pepe( Clips"(2001) !Mona: cc 'Steal Big, Steal Litee"(1995) Movie: cc "White Squid"(1996)PG-13'

Movie:*** "SpderAlen"(2002, Ackei) Tobin Mega"
:Int* "Scream T(2003,tkeroODeed Artmetle. Hours on HAMA
What Not to Wear a 1V/hat Not to Weer it What Not to Wear a Whet Not to Wear
What Not to Wear
Whet Not to Weer If
Missing ir
(6:0O) Move: cc "Henan Trafficking"(2005)Mks &Ono.X
Strong Medicine
Strong Medicine
Law & Order. SVU ILaw & Order SVU 1Lew & Order: SVU Law & Order- SVU Law & Omer SVU bstat Atari
***le -Born on fie Fouls 01 Jay"(1980)Tom Cruise 14' MA*
"AbovedL(I6IR'i Ilwi646./4
Intervention a
Star Wars: Empire of Dreams ACS1: Miami Pirated' Stir Wars: Empire of Dreams 26

TNT

USA

Girl-

ilbrIMIrd You

ColMge Basketbell

Next

UFE

Scully

Magnum,Pi

RASA Vu
Tebbe) Rogers Reading

Vale:**`1 "Stagecoach"(1996)
ie-1Shart 1Movle:* "Nei/ W(2000)2 'Movie "Stark Taiii"(2004),X Movie: *** IluvinS Room" Son
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LooldniBack
10 years ago
Bhggs & Stratton Corp. has
donated $20,000 to Murray-Calloway. County Area Technology
Center to purchase a milling
machine and tooling for the Industrial Processes Program.
In high school basketball games,
Callowy Laken won 89-59 over
Reidhuid Grephoncis at Calloway
with David Greene high scorer
for Murray; Murray Tigers lost
59-56 to Mayfield Cardinals at
Mayfield with Brent Underhill
high scorer for Murray.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Kim
Grogan, Mike Wilson. James Walker and Nelson Garland of the
Murray Electric System planting
a set of electric poles along Glendale Road to get ready for the
widening and extension of the
road to Ky. Hwy. 121 South.
Murray High Tigers lost 7254 to Marshall County Marshals
in a basketball game at Dratfens ilk. High learn scorers were
Stanley Rutledge for Murray and
John Solomon for Marshals.
30 years ago
Melanie Norwood, Calloway
County High School. and Bill Bailey, Murray High School. have been
nominated to attend the National
4-H Conference in Washington.
D.C., according to Fred Gillum,
County 4-H Agent.
Calloway County Judge Robert
0. Miller was elected president
of the Kentucky County Judges
Association at a meeting in
Louisville.
41 years ago
Winners in the first round of
the Calloway County High School
Basketball Tournament were Murray Tigers over Hopkinsville
Attucks 55-49 and Trigg County
over Sedalia '82-61. Steve Doran
a as high scorer for Murray.

Invisible son wants a shot
in father's photo gallery

Mr. and Mrs. Robert MeCuiston will be married 50 years Dec.
19.
SO years ago
A large crowd, estimated at
between 12,000 and 14,000 viewed
the largest Christmas parade and
program believed to have been
staged in Murray last night. Verne
Kyle was master of ceremonies
and Mayor George Han spoke at
the program held on the coonsquare.
60 years age
The Hut, a popular restaurant
located at the corner of North
15th Street and Olive Boulevard,
was destroyed by fire Dec. 10.
Owners were Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Hughes.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Workman
of Rt. I. Murray, were among the
winners of the annual contest by
The Courier-Journal and Louisville
Times and Radio Station WHAS,
Louisville. Mrs. Workman won
$150 on a better home contest
and Mr. Workman won $50 in a
farm improvement contest.
Births reported this week were
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Murphy, Dec. 5; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas H. Allen, Dec.
7; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Eubert
Hale, Dec. 9; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Kelso, Dec. 10: a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Charles P.
Herndon and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Jerald Trimble, Dec. II.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds won 51-38 over Southern Illinois Normal in a basketball game.
In high school basketball games,
Murray Training Colts won over
Melber; Hazel Lions won over
Faxon Panthers; Lynn Grove Wildcats over Almo Warriors; New Concord Redbirds over Kirksey Eagles;
Murray Tigers over Almo; Murray Tigers over .Lynn Grove.

DEAR ABBY: I grew up
invisible in a household with
three siblings, one of whom got
by far the most attention. To this
day, my older brother's picture
is displayed in our parents' family room -only his.
Two of
my siblings
were manicdepressive.
There was
nes er much
calm,
but
that was no
one's fault.
My biggest
By Abigail
complaint is
Van Buren
that Dad ran
out on us,
taking work in another town.
Although he had the option to
stay, he left Mom and me to
cope with the remaining brother
who suffered from that horrible
disease. It was hell.
I am still angry at my father,
even though he is old and frail
and doesn't have much time left.
My wife says I need to sit down
with him, explain why I am
angry, clear the air, and also ask
him to hang pictures of all of his
children. I say, some wounds
are better left scabbed, if not
healed. I feel that the absence of
photographs speaks of an attitude that cannot be changed.
What do you think? -- FORGOTTEN SON, BOZEMAN,
MT.
DEAR
FORGOTTEN
SON: I think I agree with your

American independence.
In 1830, South American patriot Simon Bolivar died in Colombia.
In 1939, the German pocket
battleship Graf Spec was scuttled
by its crew, ending the World War
II Battle of the River Plate off
Uruguay.
In 1944, the U.S. Army
announced it was ending its policy of excluding Japanese-Amencans from the West Coast

In 1957, the United States successfully test-fired the Atlas intercontinental ballistic missile for the
first time.
In 1969, an estimated 50 million TV viewers watched singer
Tiny Tim marry his fianeee, Miss
Vicky, on NBC's -Tonight Show."
In 1975, Lynette Frornrne was
sentenced in federal court in Sacramento, Calif., to life in prison for
her attempt on the life of President Ford.

Dear Abby

Todaylnillstory
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday. Dec. 17,
ihe 351st day of 2005. There are
11 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 17, 1903. Wilbur and
orville Wright of Dayton, Ohio,
ent on the first successful manned
powered-airplane flights. near Kitty
Hawk, N.C., using their experimental craft, the Wright Flyer.
On this date:
In 1777. France recognited
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wile. Although you may not be
able to change your father's attitude (or prionties), it might be
beneficial for you to give him a
chance to explain why he left -one adult to another. And as to
why only one sibling's picture is
displayed, it could have less to
do with the amount of affection
as much as the level of preoccupation. Please talk to your father
before it's too late. It could
lighten your load.
OM,

DEAR ABBY: I come from a
family where there was alcohol
abuse on the part of both of my
parents. No one in the family is
an admitted alcoholic, but
sometimes the problem can be
quite obvious.
When I drink to excess, I have
trouble controlling my emotions. Whatever I'm feeling
becomes amplified. so I am
quick to be very jubilant, sad or
even angry. This lack of control
has caused me a lot of trouble - especially with my current
girlfriend. She says she can't
handle when I drink because I
always become verbally abusive to her.
Abby. how can I tell if I am
an alcoholic? I don't have trouble controlling the amount or
frequency of when I drink, but I
do get "mood swings" when I'm
intoxicated. Is that a classic
sign?
WORRIED
-IN
WORCESTER
DEAR
WORRIED:
Alcoholism can run in families,
and because both of your parents have problems with alcohol, you could be at greater risk
than the average person.
Among the questions you
must ask yourself are: Have you
had problems connected with
drinking during the past year?
Has your drinking caused a
problem with your relationships? Do you have blackouts
(can't remember what happened
when you were drunk)? Have
you ever embarrassed yourself
or someone else when drinking'?
According to your letter, the
answer to all of these questions
is yes. This indicates that
although you may not be an
alcoholic, you could be in danger of BECOMING one.
Please consider contacting
Alcoholics Anonymous. The
organization is listed in your
phone directory. The folks there
will provide you with literature
and information about alcoholism, and invite you to visit
one of their many support
groups. Please take them up on
it. It could he the learning experience you need to head off a
serious problem before it happens. Good luck!

Prednisone a
multi-purpose drug
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
Addison's disease and have
been on prednisone for eight
years. A relative has emphysema and is
being treated
with
prednisone
A
young
grandson
has
been
given this
product for
severe bronon
chitis
several
occasions.
By
Dr. Peter Gott What is it,
and why is
it used for such a wide sariety of ailments?
DEAR READER: Prednisone, a synthetic form of
natural cortisone, is a truly
remarkable medicine. Its primary effect is to deactivate
the immune system, thereby
reducing life-threatening reactions to allergies and autoimmune disorders, during which
the body mistakenly attacks its
own tissues.
Although it is not the first
line of defense against asthma
(because of its side effects).
prednisone is unquestionably
helpful in relieving the wheezing and difficulty breathing
suffered by so many asthmatics with bronchitis and emphysema. For breathing disorders.
prednisone is usually prescribed
with other drugs. known as
bronchodilators.
with
and
antibiotics.
In patients with Addison's
disease, the adrenal glands have
ceased manufacturing natural

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren. also
known as Jeanne Phillips, and
was founded by her mother,
Pauline Phillips.

Dr. Gott

cortisone, which is necessary
for normal metabolism. Therefore. this ....impound lima& be
Numbed in an extolls's torm.
such as a pill I his is the reason Addisonian patients must
take prednisone tor %mutat
drugs 1 to imuntain health. The
USC of predrusone as a replacement for cortisone in Addison's disease is quite different
from its use in allergic Of
inflanaMSSOry disorders, where
meet drug is administered tor
shutter courses of treatment.
When prescribed in large
doses tmore than 10 milligrams
a day) to offset such conditions. prednisone almost always
leads to complications, such
as diabetes, cataracts, brittle
bones, facial puffiness and
hairiness. peramahts changes,
weakness, loss of muscle tissue, fluid retention. peptic ulcer.
hypertension, acne, glaucoma
and susceptibility to infection.
Consequently. ph)sicians are
cautious about using prednisone
and do so only under specific circumstances. once patients
have been fully informed of
the potential side effects. t Such
side effects are rare in patients
with Addison's disease because
the prednisone is merely replacing a substance that is lacking.)
To give you related information. I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
-Consumer Tips on Medicine."
Other readers who would like
a copy should send a long.
self-addressed. stamped envelope and $2 to Newsletter. P()
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092.
Be sure to mention the title.

ContractBridge
South dealer
Neither side Yulnerable
NORTH
•QJ 3
119 6
.
•K 7 2
•K Q1 6 3
WEST
EAST
414
•K 98
V 10 2
VAKQ875
•10 845 4 3
•9 5
•l02
*A 9 7 5 4
SOUTH
•A 10 7
2
111.11 43
•AQJ
•8
The bidding'
South
Nest
North East
Pass
2V
1
2•
Pass
2•
4•
Opening lead - ten of hearts.
Jest as declarer must assume
there is a lie of the cards that will
allow him to make the contract, the
defenders must likewise assume
there is a way to defeat the contract.
Without this attitude, the defenders
would all too often permit declarer to
make a contract that could hay e been
defeated
Consider this deal a here Last
takes the first two heart tricks against
four spades and must then ask himself how the defense might score two
more tricks To begin with. East
knows from partner's lead of the

heart ten followed by the deuce that
West started with only two hearts Be
also knows from the bidding that
South must ha+ e nearly all ot the
missing high cards as well as a rebiddable spade suit
Start* with this as a base, last
should conclude that if Scsuth has all
three missing aces, the contract cannot be stopped East therefore auto
mueslis credits his politer with
either the ace of clubs or ace of diamonds
Hoarser,
this
assumption
accounts tiw only the third delensiye
tnck. The next step is to look fiw 3
way to score a fourth trick. since the
king ofspades apparently the only
remaining hope
seems certain to
fall prey to South's ace of spades
The %Ghetto. to the problem
in East's know ledge that West started
with a doubleton heart Accordingly
at trick three last continues with a
heart -. a low one is hest to make
sure West understands what is
expected of him Alter South follows
with the jack. Vsest trumps with the
four. forcing dummy to oserruef with
the tack
East sow has a guaranteed trump
trick ss hateser South does nest, and
this, together with West's hoped-tor
ace, spells inc.% itable defeat fOr
declarer Surpnsingly. Nest's Iwly
four of spades proses to be the straw
that breaks the contract's hack
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FAMILY FEAIIIRES EDITORIAL 55505.ATE

ow that we're into the holiday baking season, why not think of
traditional favorites — but with tai -ackled twist? With so many of
us loving chocolate, why not think of ways to add it to some'
popular creations by choosing a high cocoa chocolate that will give
superior results — sure to impress family and friends this season!

N

Chocolate Pecan Pie
Preparation Time: 35 minutes plus 25 minutes chilling
Cooking Time: I hour. 25 minutes
Use: I 1-inch removable-bottomedfluted tart pan
Serves: 8 to 10
Pastry Dough
2 cups all-purpose flour
2/3 cup confectioners'sugar
2/3 cup 11 1/4 sticks 1 unsalted butter, cold
2 large egg yolks
Filling
1 (10-ounce) Green & Black's Baking Bar 72%,
broken into pieces
2 cups shelled pecans, chopped
3 large eggs, beaten
I packed cup light brown sugar
1 cup evaporated milk
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
1/4 cup (1/2 stick) unsalted butter, melted
Whipped cream (for garnish)
Brown sugar (for garnish)
To make dough, sift together flour and confectioners' sugar and
cut butter into cubes. Place in food processor and mix together.
adding egg yolks at the end to form dough.
Carefully roll out dough. Use plenty of flour on board and
rolling pin to keep dough from sticking. Pastry dough must be
very thin. Lift carefully into tart pan by rolling up on rolling
pin, then slowly unroll it over pan. press into bottom and sides,
and trim away excess, but allow a little extra as crust will shrink
slightly. Chill about 30 minutes. Preheat oven to 350°F.
Line pie shell with parchment paper or foil, fill with dried
beans and bake about 15 minutes. Remove beans and paper and
return pie crust to oven another 10 minutes, or until it is lightly
colored. Remove from oven and set aside. Reduce oven temperature to 325°F.
Melt chocolate in top of double boiler over barely simmering
water. Mix together all remaining ingredients for filling, then
stir in melted chocolate. Spoon into pie shell and return to oven
about I hour. Watch crust carefully and if necessary, cover with
foil to prevent burning. Serve either warm or at room temperature, and garnish each serving with a dollop of whipped cream
and a sprinkling of brown sugar.

1

Chocolate Swirl Shortbread

Why

72%
sing the right chocolate can make all
the difference. All Green & Black's
chocolate contains a minimum 70%
cocoa butter and is great for baking. but the
72% Baking Bar is meant specifically for
baking. The "72%" represents the amount of
cocoa butter content — this percentage gives
the most delicious and intense flavor, plus
yields a chocolate that is

U

•Smoother,
• More liquid when it melts; and
•Superb for cooking, as it maintains its
intense, bittersweet flavor.

teen & Black's full range of chocolate
bars, gift boxes, hot chocolate and
baking bar are all available in the
organic section of fine supermarkets and
specialty stores nationwide. Check out
www.greenandblacks.com for more details.
Try flavors such as Ginger(new this season).
Espresso, Almond, Hazelnut and Currant,
Maya Gold (orange spices), Dark. Milk,
White, Caramel and Mint.

Aunt Lucille's Orange-Spice Chocolate and PUmpkin Bread
Preparation Time: 30 minutes
Cooking Time: 50 minutes w 1 hour
Use: 9 x 5-inch loaf pan
Makes: 1 loaf(14 slices)
1 1/2 cups granulated sugar
1/4 cup i1/2 stick) unsalted butter, softened
2 large eggs
8 ounces peeled and grated raw pumpkin or butternut
squash (about 2 cups), or same quantity of
canned pumpkin
3 cups all-purpose flour
1/2 teaspoon baking soda
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon baking powder
1/2 teaspoon ground nutmeg
1/2 teaspoon alLspice
1/2 teaspoon cinnamon
1/4 teaspoon ground cloves
1/4 cup water
2 ounces Green & Black's Maya Gold
chocolate, chopped
Preheat oven to 350°F. Brush loaf pan with some
melted butter and dust with flour. Cream sugar and
butter until light and fluffy. Add eggs. one at a time,
beating well between each addition, then add grated
pumpkin and mix well.
- Sift together flour, baking soda, salt, baking powder
and all spices, and stir into pumpkin mixture alternating with water, until everything is incorporated
Spoon about half of batter into loaf pan. Sprinkle
about half of chocolate pieces on top of batter then
cover with remaining batter. Dig into batter with
spoon, parting to form trench along top of loaf, and
fill with remaining ibmolate, letting some of chocolate remain on top of loaf. Smooth over hole with
spoon.
Bake 50 minutes to 1 hour.(Length of baking time
depends on how moist pumpkin is; may need to bake
a little longer.) Cover with foil after 30 minutes to
prevent burning. Test by inserting skewer into center:
if it comes out clean (although there might be melted
chocolate left on skewer), loaf is cooked. Turn onto
wire rack and let cool before serving.

Preparation Tune: 20 minutes
Cooking Time: 25 minutes
Use: cookie sheet
Makes: 14
Plain Shortbread
1 cup all-purpose flour
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/4 cup sugar
1/2 cup U stick) unsalted butter
Chocolate Shortbread
1 cup all-purpose flour
1/2 cup Green& Black's cocoa
teasp• oon salt
cup sugar
cup 11 stick) unsalted butter
(3 1/2-ounce) bar Green & Black's
Baking Bar 72%,chopped
into pieces
Preheat oven to 300°F.
To make plain shortbread, sift together
flour, salt and sugar. Cut in butter until mixture combines. Knead lightly, then refrigerate dough 30 minutes before rolling out.
Follow same steps for chocolate shortbread, but include cocoa with flour.
Roll out each dough on lightly floured
surface into equal-sized rectangles about
112-inch thick. Place plain shortbread on
sheet of waxed paper, then place chocolate
shortbread on top of plain one. Put bigger
pieces of chocolate down middle of shortbread stack, and scatter smaller shards over
rest of surface.
Carefully roll shortbread as tightly as
possible, using waxed paper to support it.
(Don't worry if it breaks or chocolate pokes
through.) Once rolled, pinch both ends to
prevent chocolate falling out, then using
both hands, squeeze roll about8 inches
long.
Using very sharp knife, cut roll into
In-inch slices. Line cookie sheet with
parchment paper, or grease with butter. Lay
slices on cookie sheet, leaving plenty of
room in between. Bake 25 minutes, or until
plain shortbread has darkened slightly to
light golden color. Cool on wire rack
1/2
114
1/2
1
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BATTLE IN THE BLUEGRASS
Kentucky vs. Louisville — Today, 1 p.m.

Barrels Of Fun

AP
Louisville coach Rick Pitino, left, is greeted by Kentucky
coach Tubby Smith as they come onto the floor prior to
their game in this Dec. 29, 2001 photo, in Lexington.
Kentucky has been ranked in 85 straight AP polls, a
streak that could end if rival Louisville, ranked No. 4,
knocks off the 23rd-ranked Wildcats on today.

Cats, Cards have
plenty at stake
UK-UofL game
has numerous
subplots
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
A Kentucky-Louisville game
normally is notable, if only
because of the heated rivalry
between the teams and their
respective strong basketball traditions.
But when No. 4 Louisville
(6-0)and No. 23 Kentucky (6-3)
meet Saturday at Rapp Arena,
there will be plenty at stake
besides pride. And for a change.
the fact(
014 Louisville coach
Rick Pitince had the same
job at Kentucky won't be such a
big deal.
Louisville is undefeated but
also untested, having run
through one of the nation's softest early-season schedules.
Meanwhile. Kentucky has lost
two of its last three games and is
reeling after a 26-point loss to
Indiana — the Wildcats' most
lopsided defeat in 16 years.
Another loss by the Wildcats
likely would drop them out of
the Top 25. where they've been
ranked for 85 straight polls.
"We're coming off a terrible
loss to Indiana," Kentucky forward Rekalin Sims said. "To
come in here not ready to play
against (Louisville) would be
kind of insane. It's important
because we need to start playing
well. This is our chance."
Pitino, who resurrected the
Wildcats' probation-scarred program in the 1990s, will make his
third trip to Rupp Arena as the
Cardinals' coach. He's 1-1, having lost in 2001 and won in
2003. when Kentucky was
ranked No. 2.
Pitino, booed loudly during
those two games. now feels
comfortable enough coming to
Lexington that he attended
Kentucky's inaugural athletics
Hall of Fame Celebration in
September as an honored guest.
$.,entucky had Pitino picked up
:in a limousine after he arrived
9n a private plane from New
:York, where he was on a recruiting trip. The university had
someone drive Pitino back to
Lewisville after the banquet.
"Now I look at it in a differ-

Kentucky vs. Florida
•.,
llpolk 1 pm
Silsc Rupp Arend
Lexington. Ky
Serbs
recent
Kentucky leads 2412
Last
useelkeir
Kentucky
60
Louisville 58; Dec.
1e,
2004,
Louisville, Ky.
Coadlow
Rick
Nino (102-35, titth season; 454-159,
20th season overall). Louisville: Tubby
Smith (225-61 ninth season; 349-123,
15th season overall), Kentucky,
Radbe/Tolovhira: CBS Sports, with
Verne Lundquist and Billy Packer,
WHAS(840 AM)in Loulsville. with Paul
Rogers and Bob Valvano, Bog Blue
Sports Radio Network. with Tom
Leach. Mike Pratt and Dave Baker
Probable *rift lloampc
Laeiseine (114h F-Terrence
92 ppg. 4.8 rpg, F-Juan Paiaaos, 11 5
ppg. 7_0 rpg; C-Daind PaOgett, 10.2
ppg, 6.8 rpg: G-Taduan Dean, 20_5
pug, 7.3 rpg, G-Brandon Jenkins, 11 5
ppg. 3 5 iPig
Kesitioclqr 16-3): F-Flekalin Sims, 8.0
ppg, 4 7 rpg, C-Shagan Alleyne, 3.6
ppg, 2.9 rpg, G-Raion Rondo, 15.5
rim 9-9 rpg; G-Patrick Sparks. 10.1
ppg. 22 apg. G-Ravi Moss, 66 ppg,
3,4 rpg

ent light," Pitino said of games
at Kentucky. "It's a very tough
road game with a lot of fond
memories. But you don't think
of the memories. You don't
think of (Jamal) Mashburn and
(John) Pelphrey and (Richie)
Farmer. You think of their current players and how you stop
them. You're totally focused ...
on the task at hand."
This season's Louisville
squad. with seven newcomers
and only two returning starters,
has yet to play away from home.
and Pitino has tried to steel the
Cardinals for the chaos they'll
experience Saturday. He said it
should prepare them well for
playing on the road in the Big
East Conference.
"Our message the whole
week has been, we're going to
be in this type of atmosphere
seven or eight times this year,"
Pitino said. "It's a very strong
home-court advantage, as strong
as it gets in college basketball."
But that advantage didn't
seem to help Kentucky much
two weeks ago when the
Wildcats lost at home to thenunranked
North
Carolina.
Kentucky, without consistent
post play, has struggled against

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
Marne Loosenort is pictured above with "Rickashay Ta Fame." Loosenort recently captured the 2005 Barrel
Futurities of America World Championship award in the Barrel Racing Derby division at the 20th annual Barrel
Futurities of America competition at Oklahoma City, Okla.

Loosenort bnngs Barrell Racing Championship to Calloway Co.
if She is one of the

By GREG TRAVIS
ing tor 15 years and professionally for
Staff Writer
seven years. "My husband worked for
HAZEL, Ky. — Marne Loosenort Danny, and when they were looking foi
recently captured, the 2005 Barrel someone to ride colts I got the job."
Futurities
of
America
World
Since that time she has become an
Championship award in the Barrel Racing active part of the horse industry. At the 50
Derby division at the 20th annual Barrel acreranch, she spends her days training
Futurities of America competition at horses for competition.
Oklahoma City, Okla. Riding her champi"I train them for the owners to ride or I
on, five-year-old quarter horse "Rickashay will ride them," she said.
Ta Fame.- she added the title to a previous
Loosenort noted that her husband and
reign as the 1995 World Champion in Kingins and his family have been a real
Barrel Racing and Rookie of the Year.
asset to her success. -They go to the comLoosenon works at the Plenty Tiny petitions with me and help me. I couldn't
Ranch. located east of Hazel on the do what I do without their help."
Kentucky-Tennessee state line, where she
As an example. at the recent Oklahoma
is a trainer for ranch owner Danny City competition she took 11 head of horsKingins, plant manager of the U.S. es and rode each of them in the various
Smokeless Tobacco Company in divisions. Those included juvenile, futuriHopkinsville.
ty, derby and sweepstakes. She explained
"She is one of the leading trainers in the that the futurity competition was for horsUnited States," Kingins said of Loosenort. es four years old and under, the derby was
"She loves her job and she has a tireless for five- and six-year-old horses and the
work ethic. She works long, hard hours. sweepstakes was open to all ages. She said
We're so glad she decided to stay here she had learned and honed her riding skills,
after attending Murray State University.
through competition.
"Marne loves Calloway County and we
• Loosenort said there are 33 barrel horsare very lucky to have her with us. She is es at the 30-day training facility. where she
just an exceptional trainer. She has been works. As a part of her busy schedule, she
very good for the ranch. She is truly one of is currently training horses for owners
the best."
from such locations as Tennessee.
Loosenort said she has been barrel rac- Michigan. Indiana and Utah.

II See RIVAL Page 2C

leading trainers in the United
States. She loves her job and
she has a tireless work y
ethic
— Danny Kingins
Owner of the Plenty Tiny Ranch
located in Hazel and employer of
Marne Loosenort
A 1990 pre-veterinary graduate at
Murray State Universits. from Virden. Ill..
she was a member of the MSU rodeo team.
Plenty Tiny ranch consists of approximately 50 acres of hills and meadows.
with a state-of-the-an indoor training
facility along with two outdoor riding arenas. The farm is named after the owners'
celebrated mare. Plenty Tiny(aka Shirley ).=;..
which won or placed at some of the maior
super ban-el races. rodeos and sweepstakes. She ran her last barrel race at the
2001 All American Quarter Horse
Congress Finals. finishing 12th.
Plenty Tiny ended her career by earning
$70,000-plus dunng her brief three-year
III See TINY Page 2C

TENNESSEE TITANS vs. SEATTLE SEAHAWKS — Sunday, Noon

Seattle looks to avoid letdown against Titans

Cs

as

til

AP
Seattle cunning back Shaun Alexander and the Seahawks
are making their first trip to Tennessee with a lengthy todo list. By beating the Titans on Sunday, the NFC West
champs clinch a first-round bye for the playoffs, tie the
franchise record for most wins in a season with two
games left and notch the club's first 10--game winning
streak.

NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP) — Alexander calls "crazy imporForget a letdown or looking tant."
ahead to that Christmas Eve
"Everybody talks about how
game with the Indianapolis you give yourself the greatest
Colts. The Seattle Seahawks are opportunity to have home-field
making their first trip to advantage in the playoffs, even
Tennessee with a lengthy to-do if it's one game. But then, to
list.
have it throughout the whole
By beating the woeful Titans playoffs is probably the most
on Sunday, the NFC West important thing we can get right
champs clinch a first-round bye now," Alexander said.
for the playoffs, tie the franchise
If the Seahawks (11-2) keep
record for most wins in a season playing the way they did against
with two games left and se-Ctiffi -Philadelphia and San Francisco,
the club's first 10-game winning winning by a combined score of
streak.
83-3. they won't have any probIf the Chicago Bears lose lems with a team that hasn't
Sunday night to Atlanta, the scored an offensive touchdown
Seahawks would also clinch in nine straight quarter.
home-field advantage throughThat doesn't mean the Titans
out the playoffs. It's something (4-9) don't have some motivaSeahawks running hack Shaun tion. Pulling off the improbable

upset would give them their
third victory in four games.
"People wonder what we're
going out to play for. It's one of
those things you take whatever
you need into this game mentally to prepare to stop this
offense," Titans linebacker
Keith Bullock said.
It won't he easy. Alexander
needs only 104 yards rushing to
become only the fifth NFL player with consecutive 1.600-yard
seasons. if he soore4 four touchdowns against a team allowing
25.3 points per game. he ties
Priest Holmes' NFL record of 27
touchdowns
•
The Seahawks also are heal
mg with the return of receiver
Darrell Jackson. who will Ain
his first game since Oct, 2 foil-

lowing surgery to fix cartilage in
his right knee. He will play as
long as possible opposite Bobby
Engram.
Jackson returns to an offense .
among the NFl.'s best. averaging 375.1 yards per game.
"Now when we put tout wide
receivers or may tie even fixt
wide receivers on the field, we
really get a huge advantage hy
doing that," Seattle spliielerbii4:k
Matt Hasselbeck said.
Seattle fans may be looking
ahead to that game with
Indianapolis. hut coach Mike
Holmgren has been w orking his
Seahawks even harder despite
their blowout vis.-tories.
"1 would not anticipate any
thing less than a good effort."
Holmgren said
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UK players relieved
Griffin names
assistant coaching Moms saga is over
staff for football
New Murray State skipper brings in six
coaches from UT-Martin,one from Maine

•

Special To The Ledger
Murray State head tootball
coach Matt Griffin announced
his coaching staff, bringing six
coaches who were with him at
Tennessee-Martin and another
that comes to the Racers from
Maine.
Griffin welcomes defensive
coordinator Rich Nagy (Trinity
(Conn.) College. 1987): Joins
the Racers after seven seasons at
Maine. Nagy and Griffin
worked together in the UM program from 2000 to 2002. Last
season, the Black Bears were
ranked third in the Atlantic-10
Conference in total detente,
allowing 325 yards per.garne.
"He's one of the great teachers in the game," Griffin said.
"I've worked with Rich at
Maine, where his defenses were
ranked nationally, and that
speaks volumes to the type of
coach he is."
• Mickey Fein (Maine.
1999): Joins the Racers from
Tennessee-Martin,
and will be the Racers' offensive coordinator.
"Mickey is a bright young
coach," Griffin said. "He's experienced beyond his years and
will make our quarterbacks the
best in the league."
II Mark Lister (Tarleton
State, 1999): Also joins the
Racers from UTM and will
coach the MSU outside linebackers.
"Mark is a very intense
young coach with incredible
enthusiasm for his players and
the people he works with."
Griffin said. in 2005, he had a
big part in our Success defensively at UTM."
•Kevin Cahill (Springfield
College, 2004): Joins the
Murray State program from
UTM and will coach the Racer
receivers.
Griffin said,"Kevin has great
character and is a great teacher.
He will make our players better
in the classroom and on the
field. We're very fortunate to
have him here."
II Johnny Jernigan (Stephen
F. Austin,1994): Will coach the
MSU defensive line after coaching the same group at UTM.
"Johnny is one of the finest
men I've ever worked with,"
Griffin said. "He cares about the
people he works with and the
players he coaches. He'll bring
great intensity to our defensive

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times

Matt Griffin announced his
assistant coaches earlier
this week. Griffin is bringing six coaches who were
with him at TennesseeMartin and another that
comes to the Racers from
Maine.
line."
• Mike Hayes (Missouri.
2001): Will coach the Murray
offensive line and also comes
from Tennessee-Martin.
"Actually, Mike has the
toughest job on our staff,
because I'm a former offensive
line coach," Griffin said. "I
never worry about our offensive
line, though, because Mike is on
it. He has a great passion for
football."
II Matt Wise (Cornell, 2004):
Also joins the Racers from
UTM and will be an offensive
assistant and video coordinator.
"Matt is bright, and a very
loyal person to his fellow coaches and players," Griffin said.
"He'll work extremely hard to
make his players excel."
In his first week on the job at
Murray State, Matt Griffin and
staff have hit the ground running
and are quickly up to speed on
the recruiting- needs of the program.
Griffin also said he's confirming many things he discovered in the time leading to his
hiring as the Racers 16th coach.
"The support here is wonderful; the administration and staff
at Murray State have been
extremely helpful," Griffin said.
"The MSU athletics staff has
been professional and thorough.
"I now know why Murray
State is such a special place; it's
because the people here have
made it that way."

LEXINGTON.
Kentucky guard. Rajon
Rondo
KY (API
acknowledges he welcomed
center Randolph Morris back
with open arms, but Friday he
made one thing clear: Those
arms didn't close around Morris
in an embrace.
"I didn't hug him at all,"
Rondo said.
A day earlier, Morris —
whose season-long suspension
was cut to a half-season by the
NCAA — depicted Rondo' of
doing just that.
"Rajon was the first to hear
about it," said Morris, a 6-foot10 sophomore. "He came and
gave me a big hug."
Hug-gate not withstanding,
there was an upbeat mood
Friday among the Wildcat players, who face archrival No. 4
Louisville Saturday. Concerning
Morris, the mood was relief that
the saga had finally concluded.
Even better was the fact it coneluded in their favor.
"We're glad to have him
back, glad it's out of the way,"
senior guard Patrick Sparks said.
-We can move on now."
Morris' collegiate career was
jeopardized as a result of his
attempt to enter the NBA draft
after his freshman year. He went
undrafted, but an NCAA committee ruled earlier this month
that Morris had a relationship
with sports agency SFX and
declared him ineligible for the
2005-06 season.
But Thursday, the NCAA
softened the penalty to 14
games, citing new information
— including a fax Morris sent to
Kentucky coach Tubby Smith

on May 9 stating his intention to
retain his collegiate eligibility.
Under the new penalty.
Moms will be eligible for the
No. 23 Wildcats' Jan. 10
Southeastern Conference opener
at home against Vanderbilt.
"Nobody really like jumped
up and down and did any back
flips or anything," said junior
forward Rekalin Sims, who has
often been used as a center in
Morris' absence. "Me personally, I'm just pretty excited to
have him back, just to know
we're going to have more of a
power presence in the post."
Although many Kentucky
fans have viewed Morris as a
savior to a team that has gone
south with upset losses against
North Carolina and Indiana, the
players always insisted .they
could win with him or without
him.
"We just wanted to play like
he wasn't coming back," Sims
said.
After the NCAA's ruling
came down, Morris apologized
to Smith and his teammates in
his first public comments since
the saga began. He also said he
intends to play four seasons for
the Wildcats.
"In exploring my NBA
options, 1 made poor choices,"
Morris said. "Those choices
included accepting bad advice
while putting distance between
me and my coaches and teammates at UK. I take full responsibility for those actions."
Last year, Morris started 33
of 34 games, averaging 8.8
points and 4.2 rebounds per
game.

Judge: Speedway
lawsuit against NASCAR
will stay in Kentucky
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
A federal judge has ruled that
Kentucky Speedway's $400 million antitrust lawsuit against
NASCAR will be heard in
Kentucky and not moved to a
Florida court.
U.S. District Judge William
Bertelsman, in a decision issued
Wednesday in Covington,
denied NASCAR's motion to
move the lawsuit to a federal
court in the state in which
NASCAR's headquarters are
located.
NASCAR contended that II
contracts that the speedway
signed between October 1999
and July 2005,for the running of
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National Football League Standings
All Times CST
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
L T Pct
W
8
5 0 615
New England
6 7 0 462
Miami
4 9 0 308
Budalo
3 10 0 231
N Y Jets
South
W I T Pct
13 0 0 1 000
x-indianapolis
9 4 0 692
Jacksonville
4 9 0 308
Tennessee
1 12 0 077
Houston
North
Pct
WI
Cincinnati
10 3 0 769
Pittsburgh
5 0 .615
4 9 0 308
Baltimore
4 9 0 308
Cleveland
West
Pet
Denver
10 3 0 769
8 5 0 615
San Diego
8 5 0 615
Kansas City
4 9 0 308
Oakland

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pct
9 4 0 .892
NY Giants
8 5 0 615
Dallas
Washington
7 6 0 .538
5 8 0 385
Philadelphia
South
W
L T Pet
9 4 0 692
Tampa Bay
9 4 0 692
Carolina
Atlanta
8 5 0 615
3 10 0 .231
New Orleans
North
W
L T Pet
Chicago
940.692
8 5 0 .615
Minnesota
4 9 0 .306
Detroit
3 10 0 231
Green Bay
Wept
W
I. T Pct
11
x-Seatffe
2 0 846
5 8 0 385
St Louis
4 9 0 308
Anzona
2 11 0 154
San Francisco

Saturday's Games
Tampa Bay at New England. 12:30 p rn
Kansas City at N Y Giants, 4 pm
Denver at Buffalo, 7 30 p.m
Sunday's Games
N I' Jets at Miami. Noon
Arizona at Houston, Noon
Seattle at Tennessee. Noon
San Diego at Indianapolis, Noon
Philadelphia at St Louis. Noon
Carolina vs New Orleans at Baton
Rouge. La, Noon
San Francisco at Jacksonville. Noon
Pittsburgh at Minnesota, Noon
Cincinnati at Detroit, 305 p.m
Cleveland at Oakland, 3:05 pm
Dallas at Washington, 3:15 p.m
Atlanta at Chicago, 7.30 pm
Monday's Game
Green Bay at Baltimore 8 p m

Saturday, Dec. 21
Tennessee at Miami, Noon
Detroit vs New Orleans at San Ant'
Noon
N Y Giants at Washington, Noon
Buffalo at Cincinnati. Noon
Dallas at Carolina. Noon
Jacksonville at Houston, Noon
San Francisco at St Louis. Noon
San Diego at Kansas City, Noon
Atlanta at Tampa Bay. Noon
Pittsburgh at Cleveland. Noon
Philadelphia at Arizona. 3:05 p m
Indianapolis at Saab*, 3:15 p m
Oakland at Denver 115 p.m
Sunday. Dec 25
Chicago at Green Bay, 4 p.m
Minnesota at Baltimore, 7:30 p m
Monday, Dec. 26
New England at N Y Jets, 8 p.m

Calloway Middle School
boys move to 94;
Girls fall to Graves County

Special To The Ledger
The
Calloway
County
Middle School eighth grade
team improved its record to 9-4
Busch and Craftsman Truck after three tough losses with a
series races, contained a clause win over Graves County
that specified that any lawsuit Thursday night, 35-21 at
regarding
the
speedway's CCMS.
Josh Humphreys led the scorNASCAR-sanctioned
races
ing attack with 13 points, folwoula be brought in Florida.
Bertlesman
sided
with lowed closely by Justin Hill
Kentucky Speedway, which had with II points.
Jordan Henson added four
maintained the suit belonged in
Aaron
Armstrong
a Kentucky court because of the points,
potential economic impact and notched a 3-pointer and Austin
prestige of having a Nextel Cup Lilly and Denham Rogers added
two points each in the win.
race at the track.
On Dec. 1, Calloway traveled
-The court concludes that the
peat public interest in having to Mayfield Middle and suffered
this dispute decided locally tips a 60-44 loss. Josh Humphreys
the balance in favor of retaining paced the Ulcers with 12 points.
Austin Lilly, Justin Hill,
the case here," he said in his
Grant Williams, and Jordan
order.
Henson all scored six points
apiece.
Reid McDaniel and Wes
Hounshell tossed in two points
each in the effort.
From Page 1C
The game scheduled for Dec.
career. She retired and on Feb.9, 8, against Benton was cancelled
2003, she foaled a colt with the due to inclement weather.
great stallion "Dash Ta Fame."
This past Tuesday, the Lakers
Plenty Tiny not only left her suffered their fourth loss of seamark in the arena, she also won. son ta North Marshall at home
the hearts of many fellow barrel 51-37.
racers and fans.
This loss ended a perfect
Kingins felt it only fitting to home record for this team dating
honor the mare by letting the back through 6th grade.
ranch bear her name. "Here at
Justin Hill led all scorers with
Plenty Tiny Ranch we feel that 15 points. Humphreys added
God has blessed us immensely eigp and Hounshell scored five
to have the opportunity to do points in the loss. Henson tossed
what we love to do, including in four points, and scoring
breaking, training and compet- rounding out by Lilly's two
ing on barrel, roping and bull- points, two from Aaron
dogging horses," he said.
Armstrong and a free throw
The ranch also offers such from Jeremy Pruitt.
services as started and finished
The Lakers will play in the
barrel, roping and bull-dogging North Marshall Christmas
horses for sale at all times, com- Tournament on December 19-20
mission selling, breaking and at North Marshall Middle and
training barrel, roping and bull- will return to action at home
dogging horses, and farrier serv- after the Christmas Break on
ices.
Jan. 3rd against Paducah Middle
For more information about School.
Plenty Tiny Ranch. contact
Girls
Kingins or the Loosenorts at
Graves County 26,
(270) 492-6155, e-mai at
Calloway County Middle 20
info@plentytinyranch.com or
The CCMS seventh grade
visit www.plentytinyranch.com. girls fell to 4-6 Thursday night

III Tiny

From Page 1C
teams with strong inside games. Smith has tried
to go small and use quicker lineups, but the
Wildcats' much-touted guards haven't shot as well
from the perimeter as expected.
"Right now, a bunch of teams are able to push
out on us and deny me the ball a lot," Kentucky
senior Patrick Sparks said.
Like Iowa, North Carolina and Indiana — the
three teams which have beaten Kentucky —
Louisville seems strong inside, with transfer
David Padgett rounding into shape at center after
a preseason knee injury and forward Juan Palacios
doing the same after a major foot injury he sustained in July. But Padgett said he won't be overconfident.
"I go into every game knowing the opponent I
am playing against is a very good basketball player or obviously they wouldn't be playing D-I bas-

ketball, especially at Kentucky," Padgett said.
"Every team has its struggles at one point or
another, but we are definitely not taking any part
of their game lightly."
Louisville's leading scorer and rebounder is
senior guard Taquan Dean, who's averaging 20.5
points and 7.3 boards.
Kentucky trailed the Cardinals 32-16 at halftime of last season's game, but Sparks scored 18
of his 25 points in the second half and made three
free throivs with sixth-tenths of a second left to lift
the Wildcats to a 60-58 win.
Sparks said he's still asked about the final
sequence of that game, in which he pump-faked,
drew a foul from Louisville's Ellis Myles and then
coolly sank the free throws after a 3-minute delay
as officials made sure their call was correct.
Sparks hasn't forgotten the play but said it
won't mean much Saturday.

Thanks for voting us Favorite Auto Repair Shop in Calloway County.
Here's hoping your holiday season is a truly memorable one.
We know we're filled with fond memories as we recall the many kind people
we've had the privilege to serve this year. Merry Christmas!

Cunningham
AUTO REPAIR
Voted Favorite Auto Repair 4 Years In

A Row!

619 S. 4th St.• 753-6831
Hrs: 7:30 a.m. -5 p-.m. M - F
Management and Staff:
WA. Cunningham,
Larry Cunningham.
Randy Cunningham,
Rich Cunningham.
Don YarA. Bob Do*.
Tim Cunningham and
Nancy Thurmond

x-clinched division

with a 26-20 loss to GraNec
County.
CCMS could not overcome a
33 percent shooting night and 4for-16 from the free-throw line.
CCMS was led by Kara
Smith and Emily Chrisman with
seven points apiece, followed by
Kristin Boggess with three.
Karlee Wilson with two and
Alyssa Cunningham with one.
Graves was led in scoring by
Haley Carter with fourteen.
CCMS is off for Christmas
break until Jan 2nd.
TODAY'S UNEUP SPONSORED It

Lindy Suitor
*stem torterf hum 4;encl
ro Joy,co your oar mow@
ronioor us way,
608 Mete Sl.• 7S3411142

TV, radio
Today
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Noon
ESPN2 — NCAA Division III tournament, championship game. teams
TBA. at Salem Va
GOLF
8 a.m.
TGC — European PGA Tour. South
African Airways Open, third round. al
George, South Africa (same-day tape.
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
11 a.m.
ESPN — UCLA at Michigan
1 p.m.
CBS — National coverage, Louisvthe
at Kentucky
ESPN — Tennessee at Texas
3 p.m.
ESPN — Anzona at Utah
ESPN2 — Princeton at Wake Forest
4:30 p.m.
FSN — Georgia vs Oregon St. at
Portend. Ore
7 p.m.
ESPN2 — Ohio St vs Iowa St at
Des Moines, Iowa
9 p.m.
ESPN2 — Texas Tech at UNLV
11:30 p.m.
ESPN — Stanford vs Virginia Tech at
Las Vegas
NBA BASKETBALL
7:30 p.m.
WGN — Boston at Chicago
NFL FOOTBALL
12:30 p.m.
FOX — Tampa Bay at New England
4 p.m.
CBS — Kansas City at N Y Giants
7:30 p.m.
ESPN — Denver at Buffalo
WOMEN'S COLLEGE VOLLEYBALL
5 p.m.
ESPN2
NCAA tournament, champ,
onship game. Nebraska vs
Washington. at San Antonio

I•row Tor rfhe
Your
Tamily!
MEIwoji,
telt
it

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY
Located on Hwy. 280 off Hwy. 44 E.• Murray
742-22311• www.nourraritafe.edahniffertoff
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Outdoors
Whichever way the wind blows
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We still have the strong
winds coming our way every
day.
One day it will come from
the north, and the next day it
will come from the south. Then,
it will come from the west.
And, believe it or not, it will
also come from the east.
We can cope with the light,
gentle winds. But they have
been few in
the last two
months.
Most of the
deer hunters
have scored
and
now
have fresh
meat in the
freezer.
Now,
Fishing
many
of
them
are
Line
ready to get
By Jerry
back
into
Maupin
crappie
Outdoors
angling. Big
Columnist
Sandy
is
usually the
first place that local anglers
think of because it's such a
large area. There seems to be
a million stakebeds and brushpiles tacked onto the sides of
the creek channels and on the
edges of the drop-offs.
The layout of the entire area
makes it one of the best crappie areas in the country for many
species of fish, but the crappie have always been the
favorite. The baitfish gather in
there by uncountable numbers,
providing year-round forage for
the predator species to live on.
Cold weather or hot, they
are there on some kind of
structure, just hanging out in
the deep waters. We know the
position of the moon has a

Diana Craig and her grandfather, Ev, pose with a yellow striper they caught while fishing recently with Lodger
& Times columnist Jerry Maupin.

Diana Craig shows off one of the yellow stripers she
caught while posing for a picture with her father, Jim.
tremendous effect on all ot the
living species of this earth.
The fish seem to be the
easiest for us to figure out at
times. We can learn where they
like to be on a particular weather pattern. Then, we can locate
them and catch them in good
numbers.
There are big bays in numbers that will offer great crappie fishing at times, but most
of the original stumps have
rotted and have been pulled
out years ago. They've been
brought out by the lines and

nets used to catch fish during
the cold weather months. If
these natural attractors are not
replaced. the fish won't use
that area again.
The folks who fish in Big
Sandy were busy making fish
attractors and placing them in
strategic locations along the
creek banks and ledges years
ahead of the others. They
learned what worked, and they
put them to good use.
Blood River seems to have
silted a lot. The former deepen( ledges have melted. You

can still catch a lot of fish in
Blood River, but we can also
see a big change in the structure of the bay itself.
Jonathan Creek is another
area that has washed away and
silted badly. The brushpiles and
stakebeds placed by anglers for
years are important in keeping
the crappie species coming back
each year to spawn.
The plastic pipes we use in
our homes as water lines are
excellent for constructing fish
attractors. PVC pipes come in
all sizes and seem to last much
longer than wooden stakes.
They are the future of artificial fish attractors.
If you fish, you need to
construct several of these auraetors and place them properly
where you know you have
caught fish before. It is a lit-

tle time consulting. but the
rewards are far better than you
can imagine.
There is one commercialmade fish attractor that has
proven to be very good for
bass and crappie. Stop by Benson's Sporting Goods to see it
on display. You will be glad
you did because they really
work well.
We have almost three months
to get those beds ready for the
spring crappie season. Don't
delay any longer. You can
improve your catch ratio by
doing this.
Many local anglers are ready
to get some good sauger fishing going after Christmas. The
rivers are flowing well. That
is what it takes to keep the
sauger active.
The water temperature is

down into the 40s now rhea
will trigger the spawning fever
in the sauger and walleye Usually, the actual depositing of
the eggs takes place in late
February or March. depending
on ho*Vold the waters become.
These fine fish will move
daily to feed and build that
body fat to a maximum lesel
so that their eggs will be healthy
and fertik when they're deposited.
We always watch for a current of any size in order to
help move these great fish into
good physical condition. Sometimes. they, can he slow. We
have to check the position of
the f110011 datti the current before
we can feel good about them
biting. They must coincide with
the moon for sure_
As far as the current, we
can usually do better below
the two dams at first. There
is always a movement from
the power generator. for sure.
Be sure to check on the
Smithland DAM as well. That
area could be better than both
Kentucky and Barkley lakes.
There is always a bonus below
any of our dams in the form
of the rockfish stripers. They
use the currents to teed daily.
That's almost a gift when the
currents and moon coincide.
Sometimes you can catch a
limit in a couple of hours or
less. Hopefully. the stormy
weather will bypass us during
these months so l we can take
some good _fish.
The crappie. bluegill, white
stripers and rockfish stnpers
are nearly always catchable
below the dams. So don't sit
around and get fat donng the
Christmas holiday. Go fishing'
Happy Fishing'

Does KDFWR need more hunters or more dollars?
Hold onto your wallets,
sports fans. The price of hunting and fishing is going up —
again.
At last Friday's meeting of
the Wildlife
Commission.
the
commissioners
were
unanimous
in
raising
hunting and
fishing
license fees
for
the
In The sportsmen
and women
Field
of the ComKenny
By
monwealth.
Darnell
Yet.
Outdoors
while
one
Columnist
hand
was
unanimously
September
establishing
a
through January crossbow season to increase opportunities
and recruit new hunters, the
other hand was unanimously
throwing up more barriers to
the expansion of hunter numbers.
It's the same old story over
and over again. It reminds me
of that famous Mad Magazine
cover from somewhere back in

the 1970s captioned: "Buy this
magazine or we'll shoot this
dog!"
The KDFWR wants us to
pay more for the privilege of
hunting and fishing because we
need more conservation officers.
I couldn't agree more — and
the ones they already have
need to be better paid, too. I
hope it happens. but I suspect
few of the dollars will find
their way out of Frankfort.
There's an old adage among
watchers of government that
goes: "If you want something
to increase, subsidize it: if you
want it to decrease, tax it."
The number of license-buying
hunters shrinks each year. Taxing them won't help the situation. Nor will it provide greater
opportunity for sportsmen. It
will give the Department more
money to spend, that's all.
The KDFWR is sitting atop
a nearly $30 million surplus,
even as we speak. After the
Department
increases, the
expects a shortfall of slightly
over $1 million in 2006 —
money that eats into the surplus. Surplus? Why do they
insist on having such a large
surplus. and what good does
the surplus do for the average

sportsman?
Well, maybe they are saving up to buy more land for
public hunting? Sure. When
Westvaco had their fire sale
on tens of thousands of acres
of prime hunting land in west
Kentucky, where was the
KDFWR and their surplus?
Don't you think the state could
have come up with an advantage of some sort for Westavco to sell to the Commonwealth?
They could have bought all
that land and still had some
surplus surplus left over. Then,
there's the huge Peabody Coal
tract just a few miles on up
the Wendell Ford Pothole that
will eventually sup through their
fingers.
There is a piasitive side to
this. though. Anyone who uses
a WMA will have to buy a
$5 conservation stamp. This
applies to anyone. hunters and
non-hunters alike, who use a
WMA. Non-resident licenses
and tags will also increase, hut
not nearly as much as surrounding states have increased
their non-resident tags.
I am a non-resident hunter
in several states and am staunchly against sticking to the out-

of-state hunter. But if they're
going to have to gouge resident hunters, why not at least
bring non-resident tags in line
with our neighbors.
The
combination
hunting/fishing license will
increase from $22.50 to $30.
Deer tags will jump from $25
to $30, and turkey tags will
leap from $20 all the way to
$30.
So let's see, I'll need a combo
at $30, deer and turkey tags
at $30 each, a waterfowl stamp
for $15. a quota hunt deer tag
for $30 and a conservation
stamp at $5. That's $140 for
me, a resident of the Commonwealth, to hunt small game,
migratory birds, deer and spring
turkey.
Thank goodness I don't
believe in fall turkey hunting,
or that would bring me into
the $160 range. Yessiree. that's
going to encourage a lot more
folks to take up hunting and
fishing.
But that's the good news.
Kentucky has become the preferred destination for trophyseeking deer hunters in states
that are not hitting the record
books like the Commonwealth.

If you haven't seen it. you of the hunters who lease or
will. The amount Kentucky's hase permission to hunt on
hunters will pay for the priN- someone else's land will find
liege of hunting will seem a themselves looking for anothpittance compared to what they er place to hunt in the comwill have to pay for a place ing year.
to hunt.
All of this does not bode
The days of free hunting
well for hunter numbers in the
are all but over. For years.
Commonwealth.
With
the
many of us have been using
jacking up the cost
KDFWR
our butter and egg money to
lease tracts of land where we of hunting licenses without procan hunt with friends and fam- viding additional lands for pubily. The costs have been high lic hunting to replace the pnenough. especially for a recre- sate land that is being lost to
big money leases and commerational pursuit.
For the past year or two, cial outfitters, how optimistic
deep-pocketed • individuals, can one be about the future
clubs, corporations or whatev- of hunting in Kentucky?
er have been systematically
How optimistic can Kenscarfing up hunting land by tucky's hunter's he over the
purchase and by lease. Your prospect of those new funds
lease might be next.
being used to their benefit?
Don't think you have an
In a twist of irony. the
inside track with the owner Department is looking to
because of friendship or famrename their Frankfort location
ily ties. This may have been
from the current "No. I Game
the case before, but big money
is talking these days and big Farm Road" address to somemoney has neither friends nor thing that doesn't rhyme with
"game farming." If hunters fail
family.
Outbid them? Then be pre- to see beneficial return from
pared to pay three to five times the new fees, perhaps they
what you're paying now. It's should insist that "No. 1 Rat
here, and it's happening today. Hole Road- be considered.
Merry Christmas!
I dare say that more than half
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For the holidays give the gift that fits his pursuits
and
Is

ALL
amp,

or need
A fisherman! Fine, but dont think
in terms of a new fly box for an
angler who only fishes for bass with
large lures and never for trout with
insect imitations. Conversely, dont
vex the stream-wading trout guy with
a generous supply of buzzbaits and
10-inch plastic worms.
A hunter? Thats a good way to
go, but dont pick out a new waterfowl decoy bag or a duck call for
Someone who only finds time for
deer hunting.
When helping a recipient gear up

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — When
there are fervent outdoor recreationists on your Christmas list, the giftgiving is simplified. Sort of.
What to get them? Well, ask yourself: What do they do?
As a rule, no devoted sportsman
ever gets enough -stuff" related to
his favorite activity, so you can get
on track for smart shopping pretty
quickly by following that lead. The
tricky part is the specifics because
the most over-the-top enthusiasts usually
,are rather defined about thtexact
sort of gear or toys that they want
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for a favorite pursuit, it helps immeasurably to know his preferred pursuits and even how he goes about it.
A crappie fisherman, for instance,
might be a spinning rod jig caster
—.but a new spinning outfit might
go to waste with a guy who always
slow trolls with "spider rigs."
Its not the worst thing in the world
to ask: What would you like? In
many cases, that conforms with whets
needed anyhow.
A happy surprise is always a givers
joy. hut it could be necessary to get
the sportsmans druthers in advance

in the interest of bestowing befitting
presents. Tis notably better to receive
something that is both expected and
wanted than to be totally surprised
with the unwanted and impractical.
For givers who don't share the recreational activity with the recipient,
another tact might be to consult the
sportsman's fishing or hunting buddies who know what toys are longed
for and what gear already is in use.
Dont underrate the wisdom of the
self-serve shopping option, however.
Consider a minor, perhaps pragmatic
goody — a new cap or a pair of

BUYING
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wool boot socks, perhaps — into
which.is stuffed a gift certificate from
the receivers favorite gear retailer
Where does he drool over binoculars
for nature watching or shotguns for
his upland hunting or rods and reels
for his fishing? Know that and youll
know whew Pied kwe to has e some
prepaid shopping freedom
Otherwise, lacking specific guidance, the hest bet is to generalize.
Pick out something that almost everyValley
body Lain make use of for
of purposes.
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II Alexander ...
From Page 5A
In your tenure, the thing that
really got some people stirred
up vias the athletic department changes. Would you do
anything differently?
KA: It didn't rile the students or the faculty. Everybody
knew we had to do something
about the direction we were
going. ... You can't let these
things continually hurt the university. It was hurting the value
of the degrees we were granting. All the stuff we do to build
the reputation of the university
can be negatively impacted by
recurring issues coming out of
one area.
In fact, if I didn't address
these issues, then our university
in the long run would suffer,
and was in the process of suffering. Just having the same set
of high expectations on every
area of campus is very important.
I,&T: Is there anything
you'd do differently during
your four years here?
KA: I probably would have
taught more class. That's something I miss thoroughly. I do
spot teach: I did teach one class
in Henderson.
You always, as a president.
assess whether you spent your
time in the wisest areas. With
so many constituency groups,
you always have to make the
decision. do I have to be in
Frankfort today or do I need to
meet with an alum in Ohio
today ta- do I need to meeting

with the Faculty Senate today?
It's all trial and error. I think
you learn as you go where you
need to spend the most amount
of time.
We spent a lot of time in
Frankfon that turned out to, on
the record, not to produce a lot.
But if we hadn't been there,
there's no telling what would
have happened. We've gone
through three of four budget cut
years. I remember during the
budget cycle where we didn't
have a budget for over a year
and a half, we spent a lot of
time in Frankfort that didn't
amount to a whole lot. And I
think the legislators did too.
Could that year and a half
been spent wiser raising money
on the road? Yeah. Or working
with the public schools? Yeah.
Or doing things to help our students right here on campus?
Yeah. But I'd say that void —
year and a half void when we
didn't have a budget — we
spent a lot of time in Frankfort
and it didn't amount to anything at all. I know the legislators feel that frustration too.
One other area of success is
our whole presence in Jefferson
County and Louisville and
Oldham County. Four years ago
we were one of many universities out there. We've differentiated ourselves in the state as a
high-quality higher education
institution.
When people here of Murray
State in Louisville or Oldham
County or Frankfort, they think,
'There's a lot of neat things
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going on down there. You rank
well. You are graduating students. You are doing all the
things we're trying to get all of
the other universities to do.'
L&T: What lessons did
you learn here that you will
take with you to California?
KA: Universities are collaborate communities. The faculty,
the staff, the students, the
administration — when we all
collaborate, we actually all
have the same objectives. We
really do. When you pull back
all the surface issues, you'll
find our objects are quite comparable.
We have an important public
mission — and we are all part
of that public mission — to
serve our students and education our students at a very
affordable rate. I think when we
all understand our missions are
very, very similar, then we
actually function better, collaborate better.
L&T: Are you going to
play basketball with the students there?'
KA: Yes, I'd like to. I hope
they want me to.

L&T: Who won when you
played here?
KA: It was mixed.
It actually does two things.
Exercising and interacting with
students has so many benefits
for me and them. We can solve
a lot of problems between
games and I can relieve a lot of
stress in the giunes.
I trulykhope I can get to
know the student body at Cal
State-Long Beach like I know
the student body here. I don't
know if that's possible, but I
will be disappointed if I couldn't.
... I had a student come over
to the house (Oakhurst). It was
8:30. The kids were asleep. It
was a grad student who was
supposed to graduate this fall,
but he couldn't be got shut out
of a class or was advised inappropriately. He wanted to know
how he could get his graduate
assistantship extended. We
started working on it the next
day.
L&T: Must students
wouldn't feel comfortable
walking up to the president's
house, you know?

KA:'Most wouldn't feel
comfortable coming up telling
you at the gym they need help
with financial aid. But I'm glad
they do. I am really glad they
do. Students don't just come up
complaining to you all of the
time. And four out of the five
times they have complained,
they've been right. And the
fifth time is necessarily they
were wrong. It's just they are
advocating something that
might negatively impact some
other students.... I just feel
good that they know they can
come up to me and tell me.
IL&T: What kind of president do you hope the MSU
Board of Regents hires?
KA: I hope the board hires a
president who remains as concerned about student success as
I do. I think the rest falls into
place if that is the focus.
L&T: Down the road,
whether you're in California
or somewhere, what do you
think will be your first
thoughts of Murray State and
Murray?
KA: My greatest regret is
this community never got to

know Elizabeth, my wife (who
died of breast cancer about
eight months before Alexander
was hired). She was 10 times
the person I am and would have
been everyone's best friend
within three months. She way
small-town Kentucky in all the
great ways, in all its best and
great ways. That's been my
biggest regret. If we were leaving now the town would be sad
because Elizabeth was leaving.
L&T: They are pretty
upset you're leaving.
KA: They never met
Elizabeth.
I've come in and out of
Kentucky a lot. The people are
always the reason you think
fondly of Kentucky. There iv a
friendliness and warmth that
up until today I still haven't
found other places. That's
Cumberland County, Russell
County, Calloway County,
Oldham County. It is a wonderfully warm state that has a big
heart. And Calloway County
fits very well into that definition of Kentucky.

The Doctor's (list) is in
I said we were going to
discuss LCD Monitors this
week but I decided instead to
share my dream letter to Santa.
We will discuss LCD Monitors
next week.
Dear Santa,
I've been a good boy all
ear I ate all of my veggies and
helped elderly ladies cross the
street. I am writing to you hoping tofind the items listed
below under my Christmas tree.
By the way, Jane put up a beautiful tree this year The cats and
Queenie love it. They have all
been reasonably good this year
too so I'm asking you to honor
whatever respective lists they
may submit.
For my office, I want a 32inch LCD monitor TV attached

to thefollowing custom-built
computer: A g(gabyte GAK8NXP-SLI motherboard with
an AMD 64 dual core 4800
processor and 4 gigs ofDDR
4000 Ballistix Tracer memory
from Crucial. Two AT!Radeon
X1800 XLs with 512 mb each.
An AT!HDTV tuner with
remote. Creative Labs Sound
Blaster X-FI Platinum sound
t'ard. Creative Labs Gigaworks
S-750 7.1 speakers. A pair of
Western Digital SATA Raptor
10,000 rpm 74 gigabyte hard
drives running in a mirror raid
configuration.
For(luta, I want a pair of
Western Digital 400GB SATA
150 7200rpm I6MB-drives running in raid mirror A NZXT
Nemesis Elite case. A Windows

XP Professional Media Center
operating system. A Logitech
multimedia keyboard and a
Logitech Trackman Marble
mouse.
I'd also like an HP IPaq
Pocket PC h6315 Cell phone
that is unlocked so I can put my
Sprint service on it. And if it's
not too much trouble,
like a
Cannon Powershot Pro 1 digital camera with all of the bells
and whistles. One ofthe new
60 gig Ipods would be nice as
well.
Last but not least I want the
keys to a new Dodge SRTIO
Quad Cab Ram pickup in
Mineral Grey which I'll share
with my buds Set): and Linus.
(Couldn't resist this one)
Well, Santa, that rounds out

my list and probably breaks
your bank account. If you were
counting, the entire list of item%
runs somewhere in
the neighborhood of
$80,000
So Santa,
if you cannotfill my
complete
list I totally understand.
SincThe PC
erely.
PC
Doctor
Doctor
By Lee A
PS:
Hatcher
Happy
Holidays to
all and to all a good night!
Please send your questions
or comments about the column
to the_pcdoctor@charternet.
And remember: A data backup
a day helps keep the PC Doctor
away.
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